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GVSU veteran
mathematics
professor dies

Walker's Meijer to use
wind turbines for energy
footprint.”
Wind turbines work the opposite of a
fan. Instead of using electricity to make
The one-stop-shopping chain, Meijer, is wind, as a fan would, turbines harness wind
on its way to broadening its sustainability to make electricity, according to the U.S.
efforts with the use of wind power.
Department of Energy.
On Feb. 24, Meijer announced its plan
Standing 9 feet tall with 7-foot blades,
to install six wind turbines on the roof of its each turbine is estimated to generate 200
headquarters in Walker. Mich.
kilowatts of electricity a year.
“We continue to look for ways to
"Wind turbines today are not only
decrease our carbon footprint and this a way to limit carbon emissions and
w ind turbine project is yet another example cut energy costs, but they also send a
of how we can apply
message to customers that
innovation to be more
your business is concerned
“We continue
green,” said Stacie Behler,
about the environment,”
Meijer’s vice president
to look for ways
said Grand Valley State
of communications and
University’s
Sustainable
to decrease our
public affairs.
Community Development
The turbines, to be
carbon footprint...”
Initiative Project Manager
installed within the next
Bart Bartels.
two months, are part
STACIE BEHLER
The retail chain also has
of a test. There will be
COMMUNICATIONS &
plans to add turbines in the
meters placed inside
PUBLIC AFFAIRS VP
West Michigan communities
the buildings to track
of Grand Haven and Norton
how much electricity is
Shores.
generated.
In 2007, the company opened a store in
“This is very new for us,” said Allen Park, Mich, that won a leadership
Frank Guglielmi, Meijer public affairs in Energy and Environmental Design
representative. “We’ll have to test the certification from the U.S. Green Buildings
turbines for a while to see if enough wind Council.
power is harnessed to deduct our carbon
nkharmai @ lanthorn jcom
By Nadira Kharmai

By Paul LeBlanc

G’VZ. Staff Writer

GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / www.vestas.com

Wind power: Meijer, the shopping giant based in Grand Rapids, Mich., recently announced its plans
to install six wind turbines on the roof of its headquarters in Walker, Mich.

rally again today
Protest organizers plan
sit-in at Kirkhof Center,
second protest outside
Sheriffs Office today
By Lauren Fitch
GVZ. Sews Editor

The protests sparked by the shooting
of Grand Valley State University
student, Derek Copp, will continue
today as students gather at the Kirkhof
Center on the Allendale Campus as
well as the Ottawa County Sheriff’s
Department.
A sit-in will be held at 10 a.m. in
Kirkhof to draw the attention of GVSU
administration and begin a constructive
dialogue about the situation.
Greg Hatt and Edo Gelbard, friends
of Copp, also organized a protest
scheduled to start at noon at the Ottawa
County Sheriff’s Department on 12220
Filmore St., in West Olive. Mich.
The main issues the students at
the protest want to address are police
brutality and the tactics used by the
West Michigan Enforcement Team.
See

Protest, A2

See more:
Go to the editorial
and "Your Insights"
on A7 and the photo
page on A8.

See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com for
live coverage.

GVl / Becky Reaver
Speaking out: About 30 students gathered under the Transformational Link Friday to protest the shooting of sophomore Derek Copp by an Ottawa
County Sheriff's deputy Students are planning a sit-in at the Kirkhof Center at 10 a.m today and another protest at the Sheriff’s Department at noon.

The Grand Valley State University
community lost a veteran professor
and leader Tuesday when Don
VanderJagt died at the age of 71.
VanderJagt
worked
as
a
mathematics
professor
throughout
his
42-year career at
GVSU.
He also served
as the faculty
representative
in Athletics, and tfMdtrlagt
was president of
the Faculty Athletic Representatives
Association for NCAA divisions I, II
and III.
VanderJagt arrived at GVSU
during the university’s infancy,
serving as one of just two mathematics
professors during the time he was
initially hired.
P.
Douglas
Kindschi,
a
mathematics professor at GVSU who
worked with VanderJagt for a number
of years, credited him with laying
the foundations for many of the
mathematics-based majors currently
offered at the university.
“He was a major figure in the
development of the mathematics
department over the 25 years he was
chair,” Kindschi said. “He had the
vision to see how the program should
include computer science when there
were hardly any computer science
programs around. He saw the vision
of including (computer science) with
mathematics and also with including
statistics with mathematics.”
Though Kindschi noted computer
science and statistics are now separate
departments, he said their existence
is due in a large part to the work done
by VanderJagt.
Kindschi commended VanderJagt
for his excellence in leading the
mathematics department.
“He had so many areas where he
was involved in leadership positions,”
Kindschi said. “He was a remarkable
person ”
Ted Sundstrom.alsoa mathematics
professor at GVSU, gave credit to
VanderJagt for helping to develop
the current mathematics education
program as well.
VanderJagt was responsible for
hiring two mathematics education
teachers in the ‘60s directly through
the department.
“(Hiring these teachers) helped
establ ish t he pol icy that the department
of mathematics would be the unit
to determine the mathematics and
mathematics education requirements
for
prospective
mathematics
teachers," Sundstrom said. “Today,
the department of mathematics is
known for its vibrant mix of faculty
members in mathematics and in
mathematics education.”
Sundstrom noted his gratefulness?
to VanderJagt for the work he did for
the university and for the personal
support he gave.
“I am deeply saddened by his
passing, but also grateful for his
See

Death, A2

Tutoring Center offers online tutoring for five courses
By Katie Wendt
GVL Staff Writer

Photo Illustration /Carol Dalrymple

New options: GVSU students now have the option to use the online tutoring services offered
through the Tutoring Center Online tutoring is available for biology, chemistry, physics and Spanish

Many
students may
find
it
inconvenient to sign up for tutoring
while carrying a full load of classes and
extracurricular activities, but still desire
the help.
To accommodate this need, the
Tutoring Center at Grand Valley
State University began to offer online
tutoring this semester to allow students
to communicate with a tutor during late
evening hours.
Tutoring is offered for five courses in
biology, chemistry, physics and Spanish
during select times.
The tutors are trained students who
have earned a B+ or above in the class
and have a recommendation from a
professor.
The tutoring, available through

Blackboard, incorporates a whiteboard
feature allowing tutors and students to
communicate or draw diagrams and
formulas.
Joyce Van Baak, the director of
the Tutoring Center, said the idea of
online tutoring came about as a result
of the desire to better serve the needs of
students requesting tutoring.
She added it benefits students
because it can be offered at any time, so
students can go online at a time they are
available and get tutoring.
“The online tutoring sessions are
saved in Blackboard,” Van Baak said.
“Therefore, any student in the class can
review the tutoring session and learn
from the questions other students have
asked.”
She said she recommends both forms
of tutoring - in the Tutoring Center
and online - depending on the needs or

wants of the students.
“I don’t believe that there is any
‘one size fits all’ when it comes to
learning,” Van Baak said. “Students are
accustomed to absorbing information
from many modalities.”
She added online tutoring is one more
attempt to meet the needs of diverse
learning preferences and busy lifestyles
at GVSU.
GVSU student Kendra Host tutors
through the center and said she thinks
online tutoring is beneficial because
it could be less intimidating for some
students.
“It can be nerve wracking to have to
go meet someone you do not know and
hope that they can help you with your
struggles,” Host said. “Without that
aspect it would be easier to focus on the
See

Tutoring, A2
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Conversation Starter Card
“Every day you don’t forgive,
it’s as if you are ingesting
tiny bits of poison."
- Harold Bloomfield, quoted in Spmtual Divorce
by Debbie Ford

& The Campaign for

Love & Forgiveness
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Share your thoughts at
gvsupeaceloveandforgiveness.blogspot.com

news@ lanthorn .com
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Student voices: Sophomore Fermin Valle speaks through
a megaphone at Friday's student protest regarding police
actions against sophomore Derek Copp
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Use this card to start a
conversation about the benefits of
forgiving yourself or others.
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Halt, a former GVSU student, said the goal of
the protest is to see the Ottawa County Sheriff’s
Department change their policy on conducting
search warrants and drug investigations, which Halt
said is the root of the current situation with Copp.
Around 9 p.m. Wednesday, officers of the
Ottawa County Sheriff’s Department attempted to
execute a search warrant for narcotics at Copp’s offcampus apartment. As officers approached Copp’s
apartment, one deputy tired a shot at Copp, 20, from
the apartment’s rear sliding door.
“We want to see that justice is served,” Halt said.
“We’ll let the legal system decide what justice is.”
Hatt said personally he thinks the deputy should
lose his badge.
“I still have love for the guy and don’t want to see
him lose his job,” Hatt said. “But I don’t think it’s
acceptable for him to continue (in law enforcement)
if it was his error, if it puts another student in
danger.”
Gelbard, a GVSU junior, agreed the deputy
should be terminated.
He said the laws meant to protect citizens are
actually hurting them in the way they are enforced.
“The point of (the protest) is to let the Sheriff’s
Department and the media see that the movement
stands for peace and love," Gelbard said. “We want
to show them we are respectable, young adults who
should not be shot under any circumstances.”
Gelbard said Copp would be proud of the way
everyone is coming together for the protests.
"This is what Derek (Copp) is all about,” Gelbard
said. “He wouldn’t agree if the protest turned into a
more violent message.”
Hatt, who spoke to Copp during the weekend,
said Copp is thankful for the protests and supports
the cause.
Most of their conversation, Hatt said, was focused
on Copp’s well being.
Copp continues to be treated at Spectrum Health
Butterworth Hospital for injuries sustained during
the shooting at his Campus View apartment.
Copp’s parents told 24 Hour News 8 the bullet
entered the right side of their son’s upper chest,
breaking several ribs, rupturing his right lung and
continuing through his liver. The bullet remained

lodged in his lower back, but doctors expected to
remove it Friday.
“He’s going through a lot nght now, Hatt said,
referencing Copp’s physical pain as well as the
possible legal charges he could face. “His world
came crashing down.”
Organizers expect turnout for the protest to be
more than 100 students, though Hatt said he would
be happy with anything.
“It’s hard to get a handle on how many people are
involved,” Gelbard said. “It’s spreading fast.”
More protests are scheduled for the Allendale
Campus throughout the week with a March for Peace
to start at I p.m. on Friday from the Pew Campus.
“This isn’t going to stop,” Hatt said. “This isn’t
going to be a one-time protest. We’re going to keep
going until we see a real change.”

class work.”
In contrast to the intimidation,
she added from a tutor’s point of
view, online tutoring also makes
it harder to build a relationship
with tutees.
Host said it is helpful to have
a connection so both the tutor
and tutee feel more comfortable
asking and answering questions.
“I believe I benefited as a tutor

Death
continued from page A1

friendship, for the contributions
he made to the department and for
his guidance and support during
my career at Grand Valley,”
Sundstrom said.
VanderJagt also played a
significant role in the university’s
Athletics.
Tim Selgo, athletic director at
GVSU, called VanderJagt reliable
and someone he could turn to for
advice.
“He always had good judgment

because it made me feel more
confident while helping them,”
Host said. “And it benefits the
tutees because it is more like
asking a friend for help as
opposed to a complete stranger.”
Lauren Engel, another tutor
at GVSU, agreed online tutoring
can take away from the personal
aspects of tutoring.
She added it may add the
challenge of reducing the visual
learning that going to the center
allows.

Engel said she thinks the
online tutoring program could
benefit students who have
simple, quick questions that do
not require an entire session of
tutoring.
“It is nice to have another,
quicker option for tutees with
only one question because
making a 50-minute tutoring
session appointment for one
question seems a little wasteful,”
Engel said.
kwendt@ lanthorn .com

and wisdom” Selgo said. “He
certainly played a large role in the
success of our programs. He will
be missed.”
In addition to the work he did
at GVSU, VanderJagt also played
an active role in the greater Grand
Rapids area.
He served on the board of the
Jenison Public School district for
24 years, and was president of the
board for eight.
VanderJagt was also active
in the Central Reformed Church
in Grand Rapids, Mich., where

funeral services were . held
Saturday. Throughout his years
at the church, he sang in the choir
and was a familiar face at church
events. He was also involved in the
Reformed Churches of America.
VanderJagt
received
his
undergraduate degree from Hope
College in 1959.
He went on to receive his
master’s from Florida State
University and his doctorate
in mathematics from Western
Michigan University.
plehlanc@ lanthorn x:om
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News in Brief

The Annual Venderbush
Leadership
Luncheon on
March 24 will feature Grand
Valley State University student
leaders.
Leaders are defined as
students who have consistently
contributed to the GVSU
community. Held from 11:45
ajn. to 1 pjn., the luncheon,
sponsored by the Office of
Student Life, is an annual
event.
This year, the guest speaker
is Angie Barksdale, a GVSU
alumna who now works at
the Ottawa County Michigan
Works — an agency that
provides employment-related
workshops
and
services
designed to help business run
smoothly.
Pre-registration for the
luncheon is required by today
and there will not be any on
site registration available. To
register, visit http://www.gvsu.
edu/leadership.
Grand Valley hosts 25th

Advance registration for
courses offered in GVSU’s
spring/summer 2009, fall 2009
and winter 2010 semesters
opens
to
undergraduate
students Tuesday.
The annual class schedule
for spring/summer 2009,
fall 2009 and winter 2010 is
available at http://www.gvsu.
edu/schedule.
Registration for returning
graduate
students
opens
Monday and senior students
with more than 85 credits at
GVSU can begin registration
Tuesday.
Registration for juniors
opens Thursday, sophomore
registration begins March 24
and freshmen can register
March 30.
Standing is based on current
class credits plus attempted
hours taken this semester.
The exact date and time
students can register is based on
the first letter of a student’s last
name. A registration schedule is
available on the Web site http://
www.gvsu.edu/schedule/.
Stability ball professor
nominated for award

The use of stability balls in
the classroom may be gamering
John Kilboume a top award
from the Presidents Council
State Universities of Michigan.
Provost Gayle R. Davis
has nominated Kilboume,
professor
of
Movement
Science, for the Michigan
Distinguished FYofessor of the
Year — an honor presented
by the Presidents Council.
Each of Michigan’s 15 public
universities nominates a faculty
member for the honor.
Kilboume
secured
a
grant from the Pew Faculty
Teaching and Learning Center
to purchase exercise balls as
chairs in lecture classes. His
research showed the exercise
balls helped students pay
attention and concentrate better
than when sitting on chairs.

center’s business hours.
Students can simply sit, study and soak up
GVL News Editor
some healthy rays.
Insomnia, loss of appetite, suicidal
Sharp said for some students only 15
thoughts and an inability to concentrate is a minutes is sufficient, but a session can last for
lot for a 14 year old to handle.
more than an hour depending on a student’s
Becca Sikina’s doctor diagnosed her needs.
symptoms as severe depression. It was
The lamps are not only for people with
not until two years later that a new doctor SAD, but Sharp said the lamps’ rays are
recognized the real problem - seasonal most effective at fighting the disorder when
affective disorder.
exposure occurs early in the day.
Sikina, now a freshman at Grand Valley
Sikina said she finds the light therapy,!
State University, said she probably had SAD along with antidepressants, to be the most
the whole time.
effective form of treatment
“I would always crash
for her.
Six percent of
in the winter,” Sikina said.
From
November
to
people encounter February, the worst months!
“They had to increase my
medication around the
seasonal affective for Sikina, she also tries to be
same time every year.”
more active by taking dance
disorder during
SAD is a disorder that
classes to get the endorphins
causes depression for a
released by exercise.
the months of
limited number'of months
Sikina said she does tan,!
November to
each year in relation to
usually from December tc
the amount of sunlight to
January, but does not go ai
February,
which a person is exposed.
excessive amount.
“1 didn’t realize I had it,”
Sharp identified vitamin
Sikina said. “I thought there was something deficiency as one of the factors contributing
wrong with me for feeling that way.”
to SAD, but she recommended getting
While everyone has suffered at least a mild artificial sunlight through lamp therapy as
case of the winter blues between tmdging safer alternative to tanning.
through snow drifts and facing gray, snowy
Sikina, a voice major, said SAD is easie
skies day after day, for 6 percent of people, for her to manage in college. She said he
the dismal feeling becomes a life-altering inability to concentrate at times does no
depression, according to Teen Health.
affect her school work as drastically as it die
Mary Sharp, a counselor at the GVSU’s in high school.
Counseling and Career Development Center,
Her advice to people who may be
said many students do not recognize they struggling with SAD or other forms o
may have the disorder.
depression is to talk to someone.
Treatment for SAD includes counseling,
“Depression affects people differently,
exposure to sun lamps, medication and some Sikina said. “It helps to talk to get it off your
experts say regular exercise can help offset chest.”
the depression.
The Counseling Center has two sun lamps
news@ lanthorn com
set up for students to use during any of the
By Lauren Fitch

annual Science Olympiad

Class registration now open

-c

Counseling Center sun lamps offer students healthy
option to help with seasonal affective disorder

recognize university leaders

for upcoming semesters

A

L JLt-F

Sun lamps combat winter SADness

Venderbush luncheon to

Middle and high school
students from more than 80
schools in Kent and Ottawa
counties are preparing to
demonstrate their science
and mathematics skills at the
Region 12 Michigan Science
Olympiad, hosted by GVSU.
This year’s competition
marks the 25th year GVSU has
hosted the regional tournament,
which consists of 46 events in
biology, chemistry, physics,
earth
science, computers
and technology. This year’s
celebration theme is “A Look
Back in Time,” and students
can enjoy “retro” events such
as the Egg Drop, It’s About
Time and Paper Airplanes
among others.
Science Olympiad takes
place Saturday from 8:30 am.
u,tp,6 p.w on GYSU’s Allendale
Campus. The public is invited
to attend open events.
For a complete list of
events, event locations and
participating schools, contact
GVSU’s Regional Math and
Science Center at (616) 3312267.
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Weather emotions: A GVSU student reads a book in front of a sun lamp in the Counseling Center,
which is located in the Student Services Building Room 204. Students can offset the winter blues or even
seasonal affective disorder by sitting next to the sun lamps during normal Counseling Center hours.

DPS officer receives award
for preventing drunk driving
Mothers Against Drunk Driving names Officer Jeff
Stoll for MADD Michigan’s Life Saver Award
“That’s a positive thing because if
(individuals on probation) continue to
use a substance, such as alcohol, they're
For the second year in a row. Mothers likely to be drinking and driving, too,”
Against Drunk Driving recognized a said Homer Smith, executive director of
Grand Valley State University Department MADD Michigan.
of Public Safety officer for outstanding
Stoll said support from his fellow
work in making the roads a safer place.
officers at DPS was integral in the success
Officer Jeff Stoll,
of this program.
who has worked at DPS
“I helped develop
“To
see
some
of
the
for almost three years,
a program, but it was
was one of six police
other guys who were
executed by many
officers across the state
members
of
my
honored as well, they
selected to receive
department
beyond
definitely had some
MADD
Michigan’s
me,” Stoll said. “I’m
Life Saver Award.
statistics that were
very honored.but it was
The award is given
definitely (due to) help
very impressive. To be
annually to police
from other people.”
put in company with
officers who have
Capt.
Brandon
demonstrated
an
them was awesome.”
DeHaan,
assistant
exemplary commitment
director
of
DPS,
to
preventing
JEFF STOLL
commended Stoll for
drunk
driving
in
DPS OFFICER
his outstanding work in
their
respective
the past year.
communities.
“We're proud of
Stoll was recognized for the number Officer Stoll for receiving the MADD
of drunk driving arrests he made in 2008, award,” DeHaan said. “We are glad
as well as for his role in developing a that Grand Valley DPS is continually
program aimed at keeping track of local recognized for the work we do.”
individuals on probation.
Smith noted GVSU police officers
He said he was very honored to have have proven themselves to be devoted to
his work recognized by MADD.
preventing drunk driving.
“To see some of the other guys who
“Grand Valley’s Department of Public
were honored as well, they definitely had Safety does a great job overall," Smith
some statistics that were very impressive,” said.
Stoll said. “To be put in company with
pleblanc@lantlwrn.com
them was awesome.”
MADD was particularly pleased with
the program Stoll helped to start, which
was developed from an idea Stoll had to
ensure individuals on probation follow
the terms set forth by their respective
judges.
Working with other police officers
in the area and across the state, DPS
maintains a spreadsheet containing
the names' of individuals within their
jurisdiction who are on probation.
Officers then make routine check-ups
on these individuals to ensure they are
not violating their terms. The majority
of these cases involve monitoring people
who are on probation for alcohol-related
offenses.
For individuals who are barred from
consuming alcohol as a term of their
probation, DPS officers will come to
their residence at an unspecified time and
issue a preliminary breathalyzer test to
determine if they are complying with this
term.
By Paul LeBlanc
G'VZ. Staff Wrier

^ See more:

' VisitLanthorn.com
for a web exclusive on
Condoleezza Rice in GR.

Courtesy Photo / News and Info

MADD recognition: Department of Public
Safety Officer Jeff Stoll is one of six officers
across the state of Michigan selected to receive
the MADD Michigan's Life Saver Award
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Local contestant: GVSU Assistant English Professor Rachel Anderson recently appeared on "Jeopardy."

Professor appears
on ‘Jeopardy’
By Amanda Lechel
GVI. Staff Writer

Clue: This Grand Valley State
University professor recently appeared on
a popular game show.
Who is
Rachel
Anderson?
GVSU students and
others across the nation
had the opportunity
to watch Anderson,
an assistant English
professor, compete on
the popular game show
“Jeopardy” on March

2.

Andersen

“It was a really neat
experience,” Anderson said. “It was really
interesting to be on a show that I have
watched since my childhood.”
Anderson said she was leading going
into the third round, but missed the final
question, putting her into third place.
“I ended up in third place, but I think I
did OK,” Anderson said.
When it came to the show airing on
television, Anderson said she thought she
would not be able to watch herself.
“It was not as bad as I thought it was
going to be,” Anderson said. “When you
are there it is all kind of a blur. When I was
watching the show I couldn't remember if
I had got the questions right and it was
exciting when I saw that I did get them
right.”
To apply for the show, Anderson took
an online test a little more than a year
ago.
“I never expected to be called,”
Anderson said. “I took the test just for fun
because I always watched the show with
my mom .”
A year after taking the test, she received
an e-mail from the “Jeopardy” staff
asking her to go to Chicago for a regional

screening test of about 50 questions.
Then, to Anderson's surprise, she wa
invited to be a contestant on the show i
January.
“Considering it was January, I hat
no problem taking a vacation to Lo
Angeles,” Anderson said. “I took a colleg
friend and my mom out to watch me d
the show.”
Anderson described filming the show
as a fun, memorable experience.
“It was really neat to see how the show
worked behind the scenes,” Anderson sai(
“You really just forget about the camera
and it is pretty easy to forget them whe
you are having difficult questions fired
you.”
Anderson was also thankful contestan
were allowed to rehearse before the tapin
of the show.
“We got to get a feel for how th
buzzers worked and when to press them
Anderson said. “My favorite part of th
experience was getting to meet the othe
contestants.”
She did not get to talk to host Ale
Trebek very much, but said she remember
him limping around the set.
“He had a home improvement acciden
earlier that week, and dropped a jac
hammer on his foot,” she said. “But h
got around the set as much as he neede
to even if it was a little slow.”
When one of Anderson’s student
Adam Kennedy, saw his professor on th
show he said he it was “pretty cool.”
“She is always very knowledgeab
in class, so it was neat to see her use he
knowledge on the show,” Kennedy said
“It was really funny because after th
taping of the show she had to be real!
secretive. A lot of people were talkin
about it.”
alec he l@ lanthorn jcom
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Eldedy man found competent to
stand trial in office death

MUSKEGON, Mich. (AP)
— A 73-year-old man has been
found competent to stand trial in
the slaying of a real estate agent
who was shot in his Muskegonarea office.
Muskegon County Circuit
Judge James Graves Jr. issued the
decision Friday at a competency
hearing for Robert Johnson of
Roosevelt Park.
Johnson is changed with firstdegree premeditated murder in
the shooting death last July of
33-year-old Troy VanderStelt at
Nexes Realty in Roosevelt Park.
Johnson’s trial is to begin
June 9.
Defense lawyer David Justian
was trying to establish an insanity
defense. He says his client was
on nine prescriptions, including
anxiety medication, on the day
of the shooting.
Police say Johnson was a
disgruntled former client of
VanderStelt, who lived in Norton
Shores.
General Motors Corp. recall
vehicles to fix shift lever problem

WASHINGTON (AP) General Motors Corp. recalled
about 277 jOOO vehicles on Friday
because of a potential defect in
the shift lever that could cause a
vehicle to roll away.
GM said the recall involves
2009 model year versions of
the Buick Enclave; Chevrolet
Cobalt, HHR, Malibu and
Traverse; GMC Acadia; Pontiac
G5 and G6; and the Saturn Aura
and Outlook.
GM spokeswoman Carolyn
Markey said about 75000 of
the recalled vehicles had been
purchased and the remainder
were still at dealerships. Markey
said dealers were inspecting the
vehicles to see if they had any
problems.
In some cases, the shift
lever and the transmission
gear’s position may not match,
meaning a driver could move the
shifter to the park position but
the transmission gear may not be
in park.
The potential defect could
lead to a vehicle rolling away
and crashing or make it more
difficult for the driver to restart
the car.
Owners are expected to be
notified about the recall in late
March. Dealers will inspect the
vehicle and may replace the shift
cable if necessary.
Ex-Michigan prison officer gets
25 to 40 years for murder

DETROIT (AP) — A former
stale corrections officer has been
sentenced to 25 to 40 years in
prison for fatally shooting his
supervisor near the Detroit-area
facility where they worked.
Wayne
County
Circuit
Judge Richard Skutt on Friday
sentenced Darren Johnson of
Redfond Township.
Johnson pleaded guilty last
month to second-degree murder
and felony firearm.
Authorities say Johnson and
39-year-old Lt. Joseph Candie
of Detroit argued before the Dec.
19,2007 slaying.
Both had just finished the
overnight shift at the Scott
Correctional Facility for women
in Detroit’s western suburbs.
Johnson resigned from his
corrections job in January 2008.
A message seeking comment
was left for defense attorney
Joseph Dillard.
Detroit light-rail line gets $44
million boost from contributors

DETROIT (AP) - A
planned light-rail line in Detroit
has received a financial boost,
with the Kresge Foundation
and
Detroit’s
Downtown
Development
Authority
approving contributions worth a
combined $44 million.
The Detroit Free Press reports
the project is more than halfway
toward a funding goal of about
$120 million.
The board of the Troybased Kresge Foundation voted
Thursday to give about $35
million over the next few years
to build the line.
And
the
Downtown
Development Authority board
voted the same day to approve a
$9 million investment.
The 35-mile line would be
at street level along Detroit’s
Woodward Avenue corridor.
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Ten drink windshield wiper fluid at day care
By Jon Gambrell
Associated Press Writer

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
— Ten children at a day care
center drank windshield wiper
fluid after a staffer served it

from a container mistaken
for Kool-Aid and placed in a
refrigerator, authorities said
Friday.
The
day
care
owner
surrendered her state license
Friday.

estimate
the
Doctors
children, ages 2 to 7, drank
about an ounce of the blue
fluid late Thursday afternoon
before realizing it tasted
wrong, said Laura James,
a pediatric pharmacologist

AP Photo / Danny Johnston

Dangerous drink: A day care center for children near Scott. Ark , is shown Friday. Arkansas Children's Hospital officials said a
staffer at the day care mistakenly put blue windshield wiper fluid in a refrigerator and served it to 10 children at the center. Only
one child remained hospitalized Friday morning, after blood samples showed "measurable levels" of methanol, a highly toxic
alcohol that can induce comas and cause blindness, officials said.

and toxicologist at Arkansas Press.
"She was so upset about '
Children’s Hospital in Little
what had occurred and she was '
Rock.
Only one child remained definitely worried some of the.,
hospitalized Friday morning, children had been injured,” '
after blood samples showed Munseil said. “It was just a •
“measurable
levels”
pf mistake, she says. She says it !
methanol, a highly toxic was just a horrible mistake.” ]
Bynum’s
license
had-J
alcohol that can induce comas
and cause blindness, officials allowed her to care for 10C
children
in*
said.
The
her home in*
day care also
Scott, about*
“She was so upset
provided
15 miles east'
the fluid for
about what had
of Little Rock *
testing.
occurred and she was
Munseil said>
The
Bynum
had‘«
definitely worried
windshield
no
founds
wiper
fluid
some of the children
complaints*
was
bought
had been injured.”
or
serious;*
with
several
compliance^
other
items
issues in the*
on a recent
JULIE MUNSELL
past.
shopping trip,
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN
B
y .•
James told The
SERVICES SPOKESPERSON
. • *
surrendering*’
Associated
her
license,'
Press.
“This
product
was
mistakenly Bynum can no longer care for*
grabbed and thought to be children without reapplying.
The toxicologist warned that
Kool-Aid and put in the
many antifreeze or windshield
refrigerator,” she said.
The day care’s operator, wiper solutions have bright
Carolyn
Bynum,
was colors, which can be mistaken
:
interviewed Friday by child for fruit drinks.
“I think the take-homev
welfare
investigators
and
gave up her license, said Julie message is not to have these
Munseil, a spokeswoman for products in the kitchen or
the state Department of Human where you’re doing any kind
Services. Bynum declined to of food preparation,” she said.
comment to the Associated

Oil-soaked Australian beaches:
classified as disaster zones
Container ship spills
more than 11,000
gallons of heavy fuel
oil off Brisbane coast
By Dennis Passa
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Charles V. Tines

Zoo troubles: Lara Alami, of Troy, Mich., and her children Noah. 3, and Gabriel,
1, visit the Detroit Zoo in Royal Oak, Mich, on Feb. 10 to take advantage of the
warmer weather.

Property value drop trims
Detroit Zoo's ambitions
The zoo also has kept promises
it made before the vote to provide
perks such as discounted annual
ROYAL OAK, Mich. (AP) memberships and field trips to
— Giraffes and children starred residents of the three counties.
in slick ads warning the Detroit
“It provides stability, which
Zoo needed help and voters came means we can make responsible
to the rescue, overwhelmingly decisions about just how much we
approving a special property can provide for the community in
tax last August to fund zoo terms of an experience here and
operations.
in terms of the programs we can
With $ 12 million to$ 13 million commit,” he said.
expected in tax revenue this year,
That’s a long way from the
zoo officials are breathing easier. belt-tightening of recent years and
But plummeting property values earlier budget debates in Detroit
across the region mean the zoo and Lansing.
will not receive as much money as
During one budget meeting
it had anticipated, forcing officials with then-Detroit Mayor Dennis
to trim some ambitions.
Archer
and
“There is a zoo
other
officials
“There is a zoo
here and there will
in the late
continue to be,
here and there will
1990s. Kagan
which of course
released
a
continue to be,
was really what
poison
dart
which of course
was at stake,”
frog, "just to
zoo Director Ron
was really what
remind them
Kagan told The
that there were
was at stake.”
Associated Press
living things
RON KAGAN
this week.
at stake,” he
DETROIT ZOO DIRECTOR
In 2006, the
recalled. The
city turned over the
frog had not
Belle Isle Nature
been fed the food necessary to
Zoo in Detroit and the zoo’s produce poison.
main campus in the suburb of
But the zoo won’t get as much
Royal Oak to a nonprofit group. money as it once had anticipated
The Detroit Zoological Society — about $ 12 million to$ 13 million
had to replace millions in annual this year, down from an estimate
operating
subsidies, though last year of nearly $15 million.
Detroit still owns the zoo and Kagan said the zoo is projecting
provides support for some costs a 10 to 15 percent decline in each
such as insurance.
of the next two years in revenue
With $9.9 million in transition from initial expectations.
funding from the state and
What’s to blame? The
city running out, 75 percent of Detroit area’s miserable housing
Oakland County voters backed a market. Taxable property value
0.1 mill property tax for the zoo across southeastern Michigan
on the August ballot, along with is expected to drop 85 percent
73 percent in Wayne County and in 2009 and an additional 63
67 percent in Macomb County.
percent in 2010, according to the
The tax adds about $10 a year Southeast Michigan Council of
for the next decade to property Governments.
taxes on a home with a taxable
That means lower tax bills
value of $100000.
for homeowners, but also less
With that funding on track, the revenue for local governments
zoo has acquired new animals, and institutions like the zoo that
filled open positions, planned new rely on property taxes.
exhibits — including a dinosaur
The Detroit Zoo’s reduced
display opening in May — and income will be used for operating
increased the pace of routine expenses, with likely nothing left
maintenance that had been scaled over for capital projects as had
back, Kagan said.
been hoped.
By Ben Leubsdorf

Associated Press Writer

BRISBANE, Australia (AP)
— Authorities declared a disaster
zone Friday along a stretch of some
of Australia’s most pristine and
popular beaches after tons of fuel
oil that leaked from a stricken cargo
ship blackened the creamy white
sand for miles.
The government of northeastern
Queensland state denied it had acted
too slowly to stop an environmental
disaster, and threatened the shipping
company with a multimillion-dollar
compensation lawsuit.
National parks at Moreton and
Bribie islands just north of the state
capital of Brisbane were worst hit
by oil spilled from the container ship
Pacific Adventurer on Wednesday,
and oil washed ashore in pockets
along the popular Sunshine Coast.
The potential for long-term
environmental damage was not
clear. The affected area is far to the
south of the Great Barrier Reef,
which was not under threat.
Wildlife authorities said the only
animal victims so far were a handful
of birds that had been soaked in oil,
but warned things could get worse
as long as the slick remained.
Britain’s Swire Shipping Ltd.,
the Hong Kong-registered ship’s
owner, said containers aboard the
ship had slipped from the deck as
it rocked in cyclone-stirred waters,
ripping a hole in a fuel tank and
spilling the equivalent of more
than 11XXX) gallons (42500 liters)
of heavy fuel oil into the sea.
I^ater, the company said a diver’s
inspection of the hull had led it to
conclude the amount of spilled
oil was “significantly more" than
that, but did not give a replacement
figure.
The Australian Maritime Safety
Authority said the ship, brought to
port still leaking oil, would not be
allowed to leave until officials were
satisfied that the circumstances of
the spill had been explained.
“We have detained the ship,”
authority
chairman
Graham
Peachey told reporters. “It’s not
going anywhere until we release
it.”
Queensland
state
officials
accused the company of initially
misleading the government about
the size of the spill. Premier Anna
Bligh said the company had earlier
told the government the spill was
much smaller, leading officials
to predict there would be little
environmental damage.
“This could ... be the worst
environmental disaster we have
faced,” she said.
Under Australian law, the
ship’s owners face fines of up to
2 million Australian dollars ($13

million) and could be liable for up
About 30 miles (45 kilometers) ,
to AU$250 million ($160 million) south,
government
workers
more in penalties for causing raked up oil-coated sand while,
environmental damage.
wildlife officials tried to catch and
Bligh declared some 37 miles clean birds soaked in the sticky
(60 kilometers) of normally white- substance.
sand beaches a disaster zone, giving
“This is our beach. I’ve been
authorities the power to close off coming here for years, and it’s
public access. Bulldozers and other sad to see this happen here,” said
heavy machinery began moving resident Vicki Ayliffe, as she picked
onto affected beaches to scrape up up soft drink containers and milk
the blackened sand.
cartons coated witLoil.-------------In a statement, Swire said
The
state
Environment
it "regrets the extent of the Protection Agency was concerned
environmental pollution caused about the spill’s impact on wildlife
by spills of heavy fuel oil from the but said Friday only 13 oil-affected
ship and the company
_ animals
had
is offering assistance
been spotted.
“This could ...
with the clean up.”
Spokesman
The company and
be the worst
Clive Cook said
its insurers were in
agency workers
environmental
discussion with the
had caught and
disaster we have
government
about
cleaned three
cleanup costs, it said.
of those — a
faced.”
Sunshine Coast
pelican, a turtle
tourism
operators
and a wading
ANNA
BLIGH
have already been
bird.
QUEENSLAND PREMIER
hard hit by weeks
Pacific
of bad
weather,
Adventurer
culminating in battering winds was on its way from the port city
and driving rain associated with of Newcastle to Indonesia when
Cyclone Hamish which roared it struck the remnants of Cyclone
offshore last week.
Hamish off southeast Queensland.
In the resort town of Coolum,
In rough seas, 31 containers
about 60 miles (100 kilometers) that held 694 U.S. tons (620 metric
north of Brisbane, tourists who tons) of ammonium nitrate fertilizer
usually snapped pictures of fell from the deck, rupturing a fuel
each other on a popular seaside tank.
boardwalk instead had their
The containers have not been
cameras trained on the ugly black found.
surf.

AP Photo / Tcrtiui Pick at

Blackened beaches: A nature conservation officer carries a pelican, covered in oil
from the beach on Moreton Island near Brisbane, Australia, Friday Almost 40 miles
of Australian beaches have been blackened by oil spilled from a cargo ship caught
in stormy seas this week, leading the state premier to declare the area a disaster
zone and warn the ship's operators could face legal action
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Northern Ireland unites at policeman's funeral
By Shawn Pogatchnik
Associated Press Writer

BANBRIDGE,
Northern
Ireland (AP) — Thousands of
Protestants and Catholics united

with their political and security
leaders Friday at the funeral of
a policeman — shot by IRA
dissidents in what mourners
prayed would mark the end of
Northern Ireland’s “troubles.”

Constable Stephen Carroll, 48,
was shot through the back of the
head Monday as he sat in his patrol
car. He was the first policeman
killed here since 1998, the year of
Northern Ireland’s Good Friday

AP Photo / Peter Morrison

Conflict forgotten: Kate Carroll, left, follows the coffin of her husband, constable Stephen Carroll, carried by Police Service
of Northern Ireland Officers, to St Therese Roman Catholic church, Banbridge, Northern Ireland, Friday. Several thousand
Protestants and Catholics united with their political and security leaders at Friday's funeral of a Northern Ireland policeman - a
killing by IRA dissidents that mourners prayed would be the last of this land's "troubles”

peace accord. Just two days
earlier, dissidents gunned down
two unarmed soldiers outside their
base, the first killing of British
troops here since 1997.
CatholicCanonLiamStevenson
told the mourners Friday that the
attacks on British security forces,
and particularly on Northern
Ireland’s joint Catholic-Pmtestant
police force, were "designed to
destabilize the peace process.”
“We will not lose the peace,
because so many people are so
determined to move forward,” he
said, adding that the attacks had
brought the community together
to an unprecedented degree.
Among the more than 500
mourners inside the Roman
Catholic Church of St. Therese
were politicians from Sinn Fein,
the IRA-linked party that had
never attended a police funeral
before. The dissidents largely
live in working-class Catholic
districts.
Stevenson, standing beside
Carroll’s
white
rose-covered
coffin, led prayers calling for the
policeman’s family to find peace in
their faith, and for the community

units arrived, and one of two shots
to help police catch his killers.
Northern
Ireland’s
Police killed Carroll instantly.
Commander Hugh Orde addressed
Orde said that, though the
the funeral, pledging to the woman’s emergency call had been
officer’s widow, Kate, that “we "ordinary.” Carroll and his officers
will not forget him.”
knew they had to be careful
The hearse bearing Carroll’s because it was near a hard-line
coffin traveled an hour from his Catholic district — “a place where
home on Willow Grove to the sometimes people try to hurt us.”
newly
built,
One
splinter
group, the Real
I imestone“We will not lose
IRA,
walled Catholic
claimed
Church in this
Saturday’s attack on
peace, because so
predominantly
the soldiers, which
many people are
also wounded two
Protestanttown.
so determined to
other soldiers and
About 20 police
colleagues in
two pizza delivery
move forward.”
dark-green
men; another, the
uniforms and
Continuity
IRA,
LIAM STEVENSON
caps marched
admitted
killing
CATHOLIC CANON
in slow step
Carroll.
past thousands
Both
dissident
of locals standing by the roadside. camps oppose the IRA’s historic
Banbridge’s businesses shut down decisions to cease fire in 1997 and
for the day.
to renounce violence and disarm in
Carroll, a 23-year police 2005 in support of power-sharing,
veteran, was killed as his unit the central goal of the Good Friday
responded to an emergency call pact.
from a Catholic woman whose
The dissidents have mounted
home was being attacked by stone- more than 20 attacks against
throwing youths. A gunman was police officers since November
waiting on a hill when two police 2007, wounding seven.

China premier worried about U.S. Treasury holdings
By Joe McDonald
AP Business Writer

BEIJING (AP) — China’s
premier didn’t say it in so many
words, but the implied warning
to Washington was blunt: Don’t
devalue the dollar through
reckless spending.
Premier Wen Jiabao’s message
is unlikely to be misunderstood at
the White House. It is counting on
Beijing to help pay for its stimulus
package by buying U.S. bonds.
China already is Washington’s
biggest foreign creditor, with
an estimated $1 trillion in U.S.
government debt.
“Of course we are concerned
about the safety of our assets. To
be honest. I’m a little bit worried,”
Wen said at a news conference
Friday after the closing of China’s

annual legislative session. “I stimulus package could drive
would like to call on the United down the dollar and the value of
States to honor its words, stay a China’s Treasury notes.
“China is telling the U.S. to
credible nation and ensure the
be careful, not to overspend and
safety of Chinese assets.”
The appeal suggested the keep an eye on the dollar,” said
outlines of Chinese President Kelvin Lau, regional economist
at
Standard
Hu Jintao’s stance
China is the
Chartered
in
when he meets with
Hong
Kong.
President
Barack
biggest foreign
“There
are
Obama at an April 2
creditor, of an
risks that China
summit in London
cannot control,
of the Group of 20
estimated $1
so
they’re
major economies on
trillion in debt,
dependingonthe
possible remedies for
U.S. to maintain
the global crisis.
to the U.S.
fiscal prudence
Wen gave no
and keep the
indication
whether
Beijing wants changes in U.S. dollar reasonably stable.”
Analysts estimate China keeps
policy. But economists said
his comments reflect fears that nearly half of its $2 trillion in
higher
U.S. budget deficits
foreign currency reserves in
from Washington’s $787 billion U.S. Treasuries and notes issued
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by other government-affiliated
agencies.
“Inside China there has been
a lot of debate about whether
they should continue to buy
Treasuries,” said Frank Gong,
chief China economist for JP
Morgan. “Without China’s buying
(Treasuries)
and
continuing
to fund U.S. deficit spending,
interest rates could have been
much higher. That could be
very destabilizing in this very
recessionary environment.”
Wen expressed confidence the
world’s third-largest economy
can meet its official growth target
of 8 percent this year and emerge
from the crisis “at an early date.”
But he said Beijing is ready to
expand its $586 billion stimulus
if needed.

AP Photo / Greg Baker

Lending woes: Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao gestures during a news conference
after the closing ceremony of National People's Congress in Beijing's Great Hall of
the People, China, Friday. Wen said he is worried the U.S. will devalue the dollar.
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Troubling portrait of Alabama gunman emerges
By Bob Johnson and
Melissa Nelson
Associated Press Writer

GENEVA, Ala. (AP) - The
investigation into the recent life
of Alabama’s gunman paints a
troubling portrait of a depressed
young man who couldn’t hold
a job and was a self-proclaimed
survivalist
who
ordered
instructional videos on how to
commit violence.
AtanewsconferenceThursday
night, state law enforcement
officials said Michael McLendon,
who quit his job last week, had
talked in recent days about being
depressed about his failure to
become a Marine or a police
officer.
But the district attorney of
neighboring Coffee County,
where McLendon lived in an
isolated rural home with his
mother, described a man who
may have been planning his
actions.
In that home,where McLendon
set his mother’s body on fire to
begin his killing spree. District
Attorney Gary McAliley said
investigators found the DVDs

and a spiral notebook containing more about McLendon’s behavior
names of people McLendon had in the days before the shootings,
worked with and list of things he authorities said Thursday they
felt they had done wrong to him. still don’t know what set him
The weapons enthusiast and .> !
self-proclaimed survivalist joined
“I don’t think anybody could
the Marine Corps in 1999 but was have anticipated this by looking
at
discharged a
him and
month
later
interacting with
“I don't think anybody
for fraudulent
him,” McAliley
enlistment.
said.
“But
could have anticipated
certainly he had
Four
years
this by looking at him
a volcano inside
later, he tried
and interacting with
of him.”
to join the
Investigators
Samson Police
him. But certainly he
said they found
Department,
had a volcano inside
two-page,
a
but couldn’t
of him.”
handwritten
complete some
letter in which
of the physical
McLendon
requirementsat
GARY MCALILEY
admitted
he
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
the state police
had killed his
academy.
mother and said
Other jobs
also didn’t seem to suit him. He he planned to commit suicide. He
resigned from at least two — one also mentioned a family dispute
at a metals plant in 2003, the over a legal issue but didn’t
other at a sausage factory just last reveal plans to kill anyone else.
week. Lists found in his home of Authorities said McLendon may
people and places he felt wronged have had a dispute with family
him included both businesses and members over a family Bible.
McLendon started his twosome co-workers.
Though they have learned county rampage across rural
1

'4

southern Alabama by burning
down the home he shared with
his mother. Authorities said
results of forensic tests have
not yet determined when Lisa
McLendon was killed, but they
do know her son set her on fire
on their couch before driving
away.
In the remains of the house,
investigators found dozens of
soot-covered DVDs on how
to commit acts of violence,
including how to shoot into
a moving car and building
a homemade gun silencer.
McAliley said they appeared to
be serious, not a joke. One of the
victims was driving when he was
shot and killed.
After he burned down the
home, he drove about 12 miles
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McLendon before the shooting,
including
the
unidentified
confidant.
knew
he
wJ
despondent but did not feel I&
would turn violent, even though
he spent his free time at the loc^l
firing range, said Jerry Conner,*
chief of the Alabama Bureau
Investigation.
^
He had no criminal recoW
and the only complaint neighbors,
had was that they were worried
about their cows because he
was constantly behind his home
shooting.
The information investigatorhave gathered “gives a window
into what happened,” Connqp
said. “But this sort of violen^.
and rage, it just boggles the
mind.”
.m

southeast to Samson and gunned
down three relatives and the
wife and 18-month-old daughter
of a local sheriff’s deputy on
the front porch of his uncle's
home. He turned his gun next
door and killed his 74-year-old
grandmother and sent panicked
bystanders fleeing and ducking
behind cars.
McLendon then drove off.
spraying bullets and killing three
more bystanders.
up with
Police caught
McLendon in Geneva, about 24
miles from his mother’s home,
at Reliable Products, the metals
plant he quit in 2003. Following
a shootout with police, he walked
into the business and killed
himself.
People
who
spoke
to
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Gunman's home: The bedroom of suspected gunman Michael McLendon in Kinston, Ala is seen on Wednesday. McLendon is
suspected of killing 10 people, including his mother, before committing suicide in a shooting rampage on Tuesday.
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No new probe of fatal Kentucky nightclub fire
disappointed in the findings and
now plans to pursue the case at the
federal level.
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
(AP)
“I don’t think we got a fair
— Legal experts say there’s no shake,” Brock said Friday. “I can't
need for a new investigation of a change what I saw and what I know.
northern Kentucky nightclub blaze The documentation backs us up.
that killed 165 people more than 30 We can verify and confirm. We’re
years ago.
not at all shocked by the fact they
A small group of survivors of refused to do this. That doesn’t stop
the 1977 fire at the Beverly Hills us from doing what’s right, and we
Supper Club asked for the probe, will finish this.”
claiming new evidence had surfaced
Brock presented what he
suggesting the
described
as
blaze may have
new
evidence
to
“I looked at
been arson.
Beshear’s aides
everything they gave
Investigators
in October.
had concluded
me. My only comment
He said that
years ago that
on
the
day of the
is the report speaks
faulty electrical
blaze, he and a
for itself.”
wiring
ignited
waitress
saw
the fire, one
two suspicious
of the nation's
CECIL DUNN
men in the
deadliest. Acrid
FORMER SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
nightclub’s
smoke billowed
Zebra Room,
as
people
where the fire is
scrambled through a maze of believed to have started. They were
corridors to escape from the club in purportedly doing maintenance,
the town of Southgate, just across but there was no evidence anyone
the Ohio River from Cincinnati.
had been hired to do such work.
Gov. Steve Beshear appointed
The waitress also reported
the special prosecutor who led the overhearing
a
threatening
original probe and two University conversation between two men in
of Kentucky law professors to pinstriped suits — the same men
review the case.
she saw in the Zebra Room the day
In a report obtained Friday of the fire — and an owner of the
by The Associated Press, they club about five weeks earlier.
concluded that the group Survivors
The waitress said the men
for Justice presented “a very tiny wanted to be a part of the club and
shred of evidence of arson and “if they did not get their what they
a huge mountain of conjecture, wanted the owner/managers might
unsupported
speculation
and not have the club much longer.”
personal opinion.”
The Beverly Hills, an opulent,
Group member David Brtx'k. an former gambling palace billed as
18-year-old busboy at the nightclub “the nation’s showplace," booked
when it burned down, said he was big-name cabaret acts and was
By Roger Alford

Associated Press Writer

reported to be doing $10 million a
year in business.
But
the
former
special
prosecutor, Cecil Dunn, and the
law professors, William Fortune
and Robert Lawson, weren’t
convinced. They concluded the
new information “falls many miles
short of the kind of proof that would
be needed to justify a very lengthy,
very difficult, and predictably
unproductive reinvestigation.”
They said they recruited help
from state investigators to help
deal with issues such as why two
men who wanted to bum down the
nightclubwouldshowupthereinthe
middle of the day. The investigators
also interviewed Rick Schilling
Jr., one of the nightclub owners,
who said the encounter witnesses
described never happened.
“I looked at everything they
gave me," Dunn said. “My only
comment is the report speaks for
itself.”
Dunn and the law professors
said some of the best investigators
in the country were involved in the
case and never uncovered a “single
shred of evidence” that the fire was
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Arson speculations In a May 29, 1977 file photo, The Beverly Hills Supper Club
in Southgate, Ky., lies m rubble after a fire the night before killed 165 people In
a report obtained Friday, by The Associated Press, legal experts said there is no
need for a new investigation of The Beverly Hills Supper Club blare that killed 165
people more than 30 years ago A small group of survivors of the 1977 fire at the
Beverly Hills Supper Club asked for the probe, claiming new evidence had surfaced
suggesting the blare may have been set
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Why was he shot?

"ALRIGHT,

economy

lets get stimulated^

During the recent shooting at a Campus
View apartment, the Ottawa County Sheriff’s
Department mishandled the drug raid and fired
a'weapon without just cause.
’ The Grand Valley State University community was left confused by last
week’s shooting of sophomore Derek Copp at the Campus View apartment
complex.
<■ During the execution of a search warrant for drugs, an Ottawa County
Sheriff ’s deputy fired his weapon at Copp. Copp was shot in the upper torso
arid remains in stable condition at Spectrum Health Hospital.
But after the details of the story unfolded and rumors were cleared, the
main question that remains on everybody’s mind is: Why was Copp shot?
£ The Ottawa County Sheriff’s Department admitted Copp was unarmed
did not seem to be aggressively defending himself in any way. They were
ijfnply delivering a search warrant to inspect his apartment for drugs. So then
'jChy was a gun fired in the first place?
£ Some say Copp was shot as he opened the door, and others speculate the
puty fired through a sliding glass window. Rumors still remain in existence,

f
t

t the fact of the matter is a gun was fired and was done so without just
t^Uise.
y Even if Copp was being defensive or trying to evade the authorities, the
djore plausible solution would be to chase him, or even at a last resort, shoot

i

CVL Jacob Bowen

YOUR INSIGHTS

How do you define police brutality?

mn in the foot.

£ However, shooting someone in the chest does not signify need; it
d&nstitutes negligence and the inability for the Ottawa County Sheriff’s
partment to behave rationally.
Whether or not the shotting was accidental, there still remains a 20 year
V laying with a gun shot wound in the hospital. He did nothing to justify
IJeing shot, and the Ottawa County Sheriff’s Department needs to be held
Accountable for its actions.
j Copp’s first statement of, “Give peace a chance,” was delivered to a protest
IJeld on GVSU’s campus on Friday. Peace is what Copp wants, but the greater
Michigan
community
and deserves
answers
that only
one’s ownanswers
life, this —
creates
an immense
• ^est
I would
like to thank
Colette wants
Beighley
AteherOttawa
County
Sheriff’s
Department
should
provide.
dor
gracious
response.
Yes, I will
feeling
of power
over one’s destiny and
Admit that there are risks involved in
the ability to make one’s life into what
.ETTER
TO
ifcparative
therapy,
but THE
there areEDITOR--------------------------------also
one desires.
Agnificant benefits to be gained as
For some, especially those with
specific religious beliefs, a more
yell. These benefits include a greater
Understanding of self and sense of
authentic lifestyle comes from a
ilf-awareness, a heightened feeling of
reduction of discord between religious
personal empowerment, and for some, a
beliefs and lifestyle practices. This
reconciliation between religious beliefs
anore authentic lifestyle.
and lifestyle practices creates lower
t While going through the process
Af reparative therapy, one learns much
levels of personal stress and higher
existential satisfaction drawn from
About human sexuality and emotional
religious alliance.
Attachments. As one gains a better
Understanding of these basic elements
As we consider reparative therapy
and the complications thereof, we need
<Jf human existence, one is able to
to not only evaluate the effort required
ilnderstand and appreciate aspects of
to achieve success and the potential risks
ane’s own self that often go unknown or
involved, but also the incredible benefits
noted. Socrates, considered to be one
to be gained by undertaking such an
f the greatest philosophers in history,
^id, “The unexamined life is not worth
endeavor. As scientific psychologists
jving”
we need to continue studying reparative
therapy to better understand the process,
J Empowerment comes from the
maximize positive treatment outcomes
ater understanding of self and the
and minimize harmful side effects.
ility to use that knowledge to affect
ge and control one’s own thoughts,
Actions and desires. As one begins to
Nathan Ruark
Axercise ever increasing control over
GVSU student
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"Any type of force a
policeman is going to
use on a student who
is doing no harm to
anyone else. That's
ridiculous. I'm shocked
and stunned that this
could happen on our
campus. We're not a bad
school."

This week s question:
i

Did the sheriff's deputy who shot
Derek Copp act without just cause?

•

• The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
<o the Grand Valley Community.
! Student opinions do not reflect those of
(he Grand Valley Lanthorn.
[ The Grand Valley I .anthorn welcomes
Reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
pf expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters mast include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
Letter; will be checked by an employee of
(he Grand Valley I .an thorn.
— letters appear as space permits each
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I heart embryonic stem cells
Greg M.
Schumaker
(A LColumnisl
Standing on the circus
sounding floor of Blue Chip
Casino, surrounded by ancient
folks in wheelchairs and
oxygen masks, my phone
buzzed with a text message
from my best friend.
“Mike died today,” it read.
“He wasn’t responding to the
chemo.”
Michael was my second
crush — a heart wrenching
one — and he was the James
Dean of our high school class.
Everyone was in love with
him. He had an endless energy
to constantly move, to sing, to
party.
On my road to self
confidence, he was one of the
first oracles I encountered. My
strongest memory remains

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters mast be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic emirs.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

seeing Rufus Wainwright with
him in downtown Columbus,
Ohio. There was some sort
of conservative evangelical
convention nearby in a
stadium. He held my hand as
we walked past the crowd.
We drifted far apart as
he went on a quest to New
Orleans, post-Katrina, and
eventually ended up living
in Ohio. Last fall he was
diagnosed with non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma. Luckily, our paths
crossed on Facebook and I
had a conversation with him a
couple months ago.
He sounded upbeat and
trusted his doctors. We joked
about dating and medical
marijuana. He said I made him
laugh and we should try to talk
more. I told him to get better.
East forward to me standing
in front of a slot machine
reading my phone. How can
he be dead at 22,1 wondered
as I glared at the sad old people
around me, while all these

gambling, smoking, drunk
jerks are still kicking at 176.
I thought of his mother. On
Valentine’s Day senior year,
she sent Mike to school with
a box of chocolates he shared
with the class first hour. She'd
asked me how 1 was doing
whenever 1 was over and
actually listened.
A few days after the news
had settled in. President Barack
Obama overturned George W.
Bush's ideologically-fueled
embryonic stem cell research
ban. This gave me some faith
that perhaps some day soon
we won’t have to deal with
classmates, sons and daughters
dying so tragically young.
Then my fellow columnist,
Sara Com met, promptly tore
this investment in science
down, claiming nothing has
come of embryonic research.
Of course, this isn't true.
As Forbes.com reported.
California-based Geron has
received Food and Drug

Administration approval
to begin clinical tests of a
potential cure for spinal cord
injuries developed from
embryo research. Blindness,
diabetes and Parkinson’s
treatments are also on the
horizon.
Yes, it’s been eight long
years since Bush chose
ignorance over science. I’d
rather have had my taxes been
spent on medical research than
blowing up Iraq and killing
thousands. See, I am pro-life.
Still, we don't know where
science will lead nor how
fast. But we cannot hinder
the possibility to empower
and save humanity based on
a myth from a scripture that
doesn’t even exist.
We owe it to friends and
families who have lost their
own Mikes to diseases that
must be cured. We owe it to
Mike himself, who was brave
and held my hand.
g.v< ■h nmaker@ lanthorn com

Caught in the middle of a shooting

Lanthorn.com

»

"Inappropriately applied
force. In terms of what
happened with the
shooting, I don't think
that was police brutality.
It's continuing an attack
on someone who has
already submitted to the
police."

Senior
Advertising and Public
Relations
Sturgis, Mich.

Vote online at
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"Police brutality is
the use of excessive
force. Excessive force is
anything beyond what it
would normally take to
subdue a man. Twisting
a guy's arm out of the
socket, I would consider
excessive. There should
be clearer lines of
what's excessive force."

Amanda Marsh

No: 54.84%

®

"Police brutality is when
police take unnecessary
force against someone
and harms them
unnecessarily. If a
person is not attacking
the police or seem to be
doing any harm to the
police, it is unnecessary."

GVL STUDENT OPINION -

Should Barack Obama end the U.S.
military's "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"policy?

'Yes: 45.16%

"Police going over their
rights to protect citizens
- attacking unarmed
civilians, pulling people
over for no reason,
just stereotypical stuff.
Like you see on TV with
those police caught-inthe-act videos, if police
get angry they start
verbally attacking the
other person."

Wednesday night the
Ottawa County Sheriff 's
Department tried to issue a
warrant to the apartment on the
floor below mine in Campus
View Apartments.
There was a shooting and
the police locked down the
building completely, allowing
no one in or out for more than
four hours. There was one
of those creepy black vans
circling the complex and two
police cruisers parked in front
of the entrance to my building
with the lights off. There were
also cops stationed out in front
of both the exits and the lobby.
They told us nothing and all
these rumors started floating
an xind that added ainfusion
The longer they kept us locked
down, the more unsettling
I

the whole situation became.
Our landlords never showed
up either, which I felt was
complete bull. Wouldn’t they
want to know what was going
(Xt with their building? Don't
they care about their tenants?
I would expect some form of
communication from them
telling us what was going on,
but as of yet there hasn’t even
been a mass e-mail about that
night.
I can't help but feel
everyone is acting like it
didn’t happen. There would
be nxjnds of questioning as
to who heard what later that
night. It’s astonishing when
you realize how much power
the government has over your
life. They can come in and
basically take over at any time
I found out through the
news today Derek Copp was
unarmed and there was no
axifrontatien that led to the
shooting. The cop who shot
him is on a paid leave, but has

not spoken with investigators.
This makes no sense to me
as I’m sure it doesn't for
anyone else — how can an
investigation even take place
without the officer who shot
Copp being questioned?
This sort of aggression is
not acceptable and seriously
shakes my trust in the police.
The police canrxX just use
force for the sake of using
force. This isn’t a western or
“The Matrix.’’ I am baffled
by this whole situation and I
don't know what to be more
upset about: The shooting itself
(X- the lack of uproar by the
community outside of Grand
Valley State University.
Can they really shoot
someone witlnxjt there being
any sort of conflict? They did.
Can the police lock down an
entire building for four hours
because they sh(X srxneone?
They can. I keep thinking
there has to be more of an
explanation than the cop just

snapped, or his finger slipped.
When they came around
asking questions, it felt so odd
as to how slowly the Ottawa
County police are moving in
reprimanding this officer, it
makes me feel as if they’re
going to try to smooth this
whole situatiixi over or cover
it up. Where is the urgency in
getting this situation properly
taken care of? It is so unsettling
to me the police are not talking
about this.
You can barely get anything
out of the news media, the
parents aren’t talking and the
police are highly limiting the
information they do give. I
can’t help but feel this whole
episode is getting brushed
under the mg. I smell an
out-of-court settlement and
the officer getting no more
of a punishment than early
retirement or finishing his
career shuffling paper w<xic at
a desk.
navery@ lanthorn com
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH II. 2009Gfood VoRny studanl Domic Copp
was »ho* whffa ur*arm»cl at ttw
Campus View Apartment* Just off
campus.
He Is now In serious condition at
ttse Spectrum I leattti Butterworth
Hospital.
Ftve officers of a regional drug unit
(West Michigan Enforcement Team)
were conducting a search warrant
when on Ottawa County sheriff's

Wielding posters, blasting music and taking turns on a megaphone. Grand Valley State University
students gathered under the Transformational Link on the Allendale Campus to speak out against
the shooting of friend and classmate Derek Copp. Friday’s protest was organized through Facebook
and chain text messages. Some 20 to 30 students stood in protest throughout the day, while many
—^more chose to simply observe the scene from a distance.
^
Some protesters distributed informational fliers,
while others shouted pleas and warnings.

detective shot Derek In the upper
right chest.
PoBce refused to say whether they ti
the officer, or what happened during
refuse to disclose whether any drugs
apartment.
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Pete Trammell:
A class act
Senior men’s basketball player finishes last
season at GVSU, ends career as Laker

1
£
m

-*

With the final buzzer sounding on
the men’s basketball team’s season,
senior guard Pete Trammell’s career
as a Laker also ended.
While his play on the basketball
court will certainly be missed, what
I will remember the most is how
Trammell conducted himself off the
court.
Never in my journalism career
have I dealt with a classier person
than Trammell. This is not to say the
other athletes at Grand Valley State
University have been otherwise, but
rather it’s a testament to Trammell.
He began his career at GVSU in
2004 after a successful high school
career in neighboring Jenison, Mich.
After a redshirt season his freshman
year, he embarked on a four-year
career that included 213 wins and
more than 1,000 points.
But off the court Trammell was
even better.
Even after tough losses, Trammell
always obliged to answering
questions in his candid manner.
He always seemed willing and
appreciative to answer questions
with a big smile on his face every
time.

He speaks and treats everyone he
meets with the utmost respect and
politeness. He made sure to greet
me by my name, and each interview
concluded with a thank you and a
handshake.
Earlier in the season, head coach
Ric Wesley said Trammell is so well
liked that one day he believes he will
be the mayor of Jenison, Mich. It’s
just the kind of person he is.
Despite all the memories on the
court for Trammell, he said the
toughest part of the end of his career
is leaving all the people he’s spent
the last five years with — coaches,
teammates and GVSU Athletics.
While his basketball career at
GVSU is over — and his academic
career soon to be — he will move on
to do great things in life.
Wherever he ends up after GVSU,
every person who comes into contact
with him will be treated with that
same respect. Whether he stays in or
leaves West Michigan, whatever city
and company he chooses, they will
receive one of the hardest working
individuals around.
Fans and others who have
watched Trammell knock down
jumpers will certainly remember him
for his play on the court. But those
close to him in the Laker basketball
program, and anyone who has dealt
with him will remember Trammell
for who he was off the court — a
class act.
sports @ lanthorn .com

GVl Archive / Matt Butterfield

No interference: Pete Trammell drives the ball during a previous game against the University of Findlay. Trammell's career as a Laker has come to an end.

No. 1 Northern Kentucky
sends GVSU women home
Women’s basketball
team falls 66-57 in
first round of NCAA
Division II Tournament

GVl Archive / iane Newton

Soaring dunk: GVSU's Justin Ringler attempts two points as he is fouled by Tyler Evans. The GVSU Laker men’s basketball team earned the No 8
seed in this Midwest Regional Tournament, but fell for the fourth time this season to the University of Findlay.

Fourth loss to Findlay
ends men’s tourney stint
By Matt Kuzawa
GVl. Sports Editor

After the dust settled on the men’s
basketball team’s 66-5 i seasonending loss to the University of
Findlay, head coach Ric Wesley said
he was disappointed it is over, but
happy they had the opportunity.
The Lakers fell to undefeated
and No. I -ranked Findlay (31-0) for
the fourth time this season, with the
latest loss on Saturday night
“I really thought it would go right
down to the wire today — that the
fourth time would be a charm — but
it wasn’t,” Wesley said.
While the Lakers (21-10) went
into halftime tied 29-29, their
offense went cold in the second half.
Findlay opened the second half with
an 8-0 run, followed by another 9-0
run later in the game
The offensive lapses by Grand
Valley State University early in the
second half were the difference,
Wesley said.
“We’re right there again,” he said.

“If you talk to the Findlay people, shoot more shots from long range.
they're glad they don't have to play And while Wesley said his team got
us again. We’ve had tough battles great looks at the basket, they only
with them, they’ve just been enough managed three out of 13 from threebetter than us that we weren't able to point range.
The
turnover
knock them off.”
ratio also played
With
nine
against the Lakers,
new
players
on
“If you talk to the
this year’s Laker
committing
18.
Findlay people, they're
compared
to
team,
Findlay’s
glad they don't have
Findlay’s four.
experience,
with
“That probably
five seniors on the
to play us again.
was as big a part
team, proved too
We've had tough
of (the loss) as
much to overcome
anything,” Wesley
down the stretch.
battles with them ... ”
said. “They didn’t
“Those guys are
turn it over and we
a lot like our team
RIC WESLEY
did. When you're
was last year when
GVSU HEAD COACH
not shooting great
it comes down to
and you turn it over
the last five minutes
and are giving away
of the game, down
to winning time, those guys just possessions, that hurts.”
The loss ends a season that began
have so much confidence and they
think they're suppose to be the ones with questions about the new- group
winning,” Wesley said. “They know of players. With a rash of injuries to
key contributors ot\ the team and a
what it takes to do that.”
Because of Findlay’s
zone
See Fourth, B2
defense, the Lakers were forced to

the very worst time for the Lakers.
After shooting just more than 30
percent from the field and going into
the half down by only four points,
the Lakers (20-10) came out in the
second half and made only two of its
12 attempted three-pointers.
By Emanuel Johnson
While the Lakers had trouble
G\l. Staff Writer
finding
the
bucket. Northern
In a March Madness season that Kentucky’s senior guard Jessie Slack
has been characterized by surprise did her part in extending her team’s
victories across the nation, the Grand lead. Slack finished with a gameValley State University women’s high 24 points and 10 rebounds.
But no other Norse player had as
basketball team looked to tally an
outstanding a stat
upset of its own.
line asSlack.Infact,
This
past
“There was nothing
the Lakers actually
weekend
GVSU
led the Norse in
took on the No.
more that anyone
several statistical
I-ranked defending
could have asked
categories.
champion,
the
of
us. We had good
“We played a
Northern Kentucky
tough game,” said
Norse, in the first
shots, but they just
senior
forward
round of the Midwest
weren't falling for us.
Kim
Wyngaard,
Regional bracket of
who finished with
the NCAA Division
JASMINE PADIN
13
points
and
II Tournament.
GVSU FRESHMAN
nine boards. “We
But
despite
forced them into
strong
defensive
23 turnovers while
play and tough low-post rebounding,
the team could not stop the Norse keeping our turnover count down to
11. We had 12 steals and held them
from advancing and ended up on the
wrong side of a 66-57 score, ending to just two. We even got up 14 more
shot attempts than them. But down
its season.
“We played hard.” said freshman the stretch they were hitting and we
guard Jasmine Padin, who finished weren’t — that’s what it came down
with a team high 18 points. “There to.”
The easy answer to explain
was nothing more that anyone could
have asked of us. We had good GVSU’s shooting woes would be its
shots, but they just weren’t falling youthful nature. The team has only
for us. It would have been a totally one senior player in Wyngaard.
But Padin said nerves had nothing
different game if we could have just
gotten a few more to fall.”
See Sent home, B2
And those shooting woes came at

GVl Archive / Andrew Mills

Pass tt: GVSU senior guard Kim Wyngaard makes a quick pass during a previous home game The
GVSU women’s basketball team traveled to the Midwest Regional Tournament held at Northern
Kentucky on Friday The women lost to Northern Kentucky in the first bracket
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Women's ice hockey slips in national tourney
but four unanswered goals
helped secure the comeback
victory for the Flames.
Similar to most sports teams
“We rallied to make it
|at Grand Valley State University, close at the end and had many
;the Laker women’s hockey opportunities to tie the game
;team looked to make an impact up, but we just couldn’t finish,”
on the national stage this past Whitaker said.
•weekend.
But not all was lost for the
However, it was a tough road Lakers. GVSU quickly made
Tor GVSU in their first trip to the their presence known by making
lACHA championships held in it to New York in just their
[Rochester, N.Y.
second season.
The Lakers dropped both
“You could tell especially at
;of their games,
the beginning
;losing to the
of this season,
“It was eye opening
•fifth-ranked
when
we
•University
of
coming from last year
would come
Rhode
Island
into a game
where we barely made
on
Thursday,
against a team
6-1, and a 5-4
it into the playoffs ...
we
played
loss to Liberty
It was a great learning
last year, they
University
on
would be like,
experience for our
Friday.
‘oh it’s Grand
“I think it
young team.”
Valley,’” said
was an overall
junior Ashley
team effort that
ASHLEY RUMSEY
Rumsey. “We
everybody was
GVSU JUNIOR
went out there
trying to do
and
proved
too much by
them wrong
themselves,” said GVSU head this year.
coach Cory Whitaker, whose
Rumsey said the opportunity
team trailed 3-1 against the to play with some of the leading
Rams before things got out of U.S. teams was in itself a
hand. “(Rhode Island) just took worthwhile experience.
advantages of the mistakes we
“It was eye opening coming
made. At that point, our lack of from last year where we barely
experience took over and the made it into the playoffs, and
game got away from us.”
making to nationals this year,
Even in the loss to Liberty, seeing some of the top teams
the Lakers played a solid game in the nation and seeing their
but it did not go their way at the skills, it’s been great for us,”
end.
she said. “It was a great learning
“The overall effort was much experience for our young team.”
better than (Thursday) night,”
Rumsey added it was great
Whitaker said.
to see other teams respecting
! The Lakers held a 3-1 lead.
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Staff Writer

Fourth
continued from page B1

[strong group of teams in the
GLIAC, the Lakers struggled
at times this season.
“Not only the continuity,
but the injuries kept us from
getting in a good rhythm and
a good flow for a long time,”
Wesley said. “But with that
our guys continued to battle
and I thought we were very
competitive and continued to
get better and played our best
basketball late.”
> After a loss to Wayne State
‘University in the second to last
regular season game, many
doubted the Lakers had the
credentials to reach the NCAA
Tournament, said sophomore
Anthony lanni.
! But the team followed the

Sent home
Kontinued from page B1

to do with how the team
played.
“We came in as an underdog
Against the No. I national seed
they had all of the pressure
pn them,” she said. “We just
came in looking to make the
upset — we didn’t care about
anything else. Our focus was
bn us.”
\ With the end of the season
frame the end of Wyngaard’s
frareer as a Laker. She finished

the Lakers in their first trip to
nationals.
“It’s been cool because a lot
of the teams that we usually play
against cheered us on in some
of our games,” she said. “We’re
a complete different team from
what we were last year.”

Compared to last year’s onewin season, the many Lakers said
they were able to achieve, while
creating team cohesiveness.
“At the beginning of the year
we all bonded really well,” said
Ashleigh Subu, one of the 13
freshmen on the team. “Even

outside of hockey, were still
team-orientated and we’re all
really close, and I think that
helped build the team from last
year.”
For a run to nationals to
happen again next season, Subu
said she would like to see an

increase of depth to the team.
“We had a very short bench
this year, so it would be really
nice for more players to come
out,” she said. “I think that
would really help out a lot.”
jffreenleaf@lanthorn.com

Grand Vallay State University
Womens Hockey
2008 - 2000

National City
Courtesy Photo / www.gvsuwomenshockey.com

tee experience: The GVSU women's ice hockey team recently traveled to Rochester, N Y. to compete in the ACHA championships The Lakers lost 6-1 on Thursday to
fifth-ranked University of Rhode Island and 5-4 to Liberty University on Friday. The team now begins training for next season

loss with a win in the season
finale, and two victories in the
GLIAC tournament.
“We stuck together — we
worked hard,” lanni said. “We
knew we had to stay together
to be successful as a team, to
get where we were this year.
It showed that this team has a
lot of potential. The next two
years are going to be exciting
for us.”
But not everybody will be a
part of that excitement. Three
seniors — Jerret Smith, Bobby
Tiernan and Pete Trammell
— played their last game in a
Laker uniform on Saturday.
“Our seniors were obviously
really down — because their
careers are over,” lanni said.
“They were just a great group
of guys, and I’m going to miss
them.”

lanni said Trammell took
the loss the hardest. However,
Trammell
said
he
has
already taken the loss in and
understands “that it is what it
is.”
“I guess it’s just time to
move on,” Trammell said.
“It’s not like Pm dying or
something.”
However, he acknowledged
it is tough to put his emotions
into words and express how he
really feels.
“The last three years it’s
like ‘we lost but we’ll be back
next year’ — now it’s over,”
he said. “I just feel proud of
what we did over the course
of the last four years — being
able to accomplish things that
nobody else has been able to
accomplish at Grand Valley. I
just feel proud to be a Laker

the season averaging 20
percent of the Lakers’ overall
offensive production.
“She will be very hard to
replace, there’s no doubt about
it,” said GVSU head coach
Janel Burgess. “She is what
a Grand Valley Lady Laker
should be about — leadership,
character, everything. She’s
definitely left her mark on this
program so now we all know
what we have to do to be able
to wear that Grand Valley
uniform.”
Padin, who makes up

another 18 percent of the
Laker offense, said she would
try to step up to fill the void
that Wyngaard will leave.
“Those are some pretty
big sized shoes to try to fill,”
she said. “Even when we
were going through our rough
patches during the season, she
did everything she could to
keep us together and working
hard. I’m going to try my best
to maintain a positive attitude
for the team as she did.”

Experienced Attorneys
3 Milos from Campus

and hopefully the guys that are
coming back next year can go
on with that pride.”

www.davidknoestc 021 c.com

sports @ lanthorn .com

KISTLER

CONGRATULATIONS!
This was Ihe energy reduction
from last year in the month of
September
660 kwh
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Swimmers record best finish in school history
By Grant Wieman
GVl. Senior Reporter

GVl Archive / Andrew Mills

High dive: GVSU freshman Emily McKerchie competes in the pole vault during a previous home meet at the Laker Turf Building
The women took second place at the NCAA Division II National Championship in Houston on Friday and Saturday

Women place second, men
take 12th on national stage
By Jared Greenleaf
GVl. Stuff Writer

As the leaker men’s and
women’s track and field teams
competed at the Division II national
championships this past weekend,
many athletes wanted to place
themselves among the country’s
elite talent, while others were just
happy to make the trip to Houston.
Grand Valley State University
was able to achieve both goals as
the women's team led with a second
place finish, scoring 48 points.
“It was a gtxxl overall team eff ort
from the women,” said GVSU
head coach Jerry Baltes. “We knew
we weren't going to win the meet,
but I'm still overall pleased with
the effort. I think everything went
pretty close to planned and that’s
what you need to do at a national
meet — be solid.”
Junior Candice Wheat, who
was named Midwest Region Track
Athlete of the Year, tcx>k second
place in the 60-meter hurdles with
a school time of 8.29 seconds.
Wheat also took third place as a
member of the 1,6(X)-meter relay
team composed of juniors Kirsten
Nozime and Katherine McCarthy,
as well as sophomore Kayla Vallar.
The Lakers received strong
performances from senior Dianna
Nixinan and freshman Jocelyn
Kuksa. who placed second and
fifth, respectively, in the pole vault.
Senior Susie Rivard and
freshman Monica Kinney both
placed in the mile event and were
a part of the second-place distance
medley relay team.
“When you place really high

GVL

DIGEST

Sports in Brief
Wrestling finishes second
The three-time defending
national champion Grand Valley
State University wrestling team
fell short of a national title this
weekend. The Lakers linished
in second place at the National
Collegiate Wrestling Association
Championships behind The
Apprentice Schcxtl.
Division I quarterback to
transfer to Grand Valley
Sources close to the leaker
football program recently said
quarterback James Stations,
who has spent the last two years
as a rcdshirt on the bench at the
University of Wisconsin, will
transfer to GVSU.
Six foot, 6 inch Stallons, who
began his career at Dakota High
School in Macomb, Mich., is
expected to sign on as a leaker
this week after a campus visit.
More to follow in Thursday's
issue of the I .anthorn.

shot put.
Another athlete making her first
appearance at the national meet was
senior pole vaulter Kellie Kieren.
“It was pretty neat and
The
I finally felt like I was at a
GVSU men
“We knew we
meet that challenged me
ux)k 12th
weren't going to
more,” she said.
place
on
With
the
indoor
the national
win the meet, but
season now complete.
stage, led by
I'm still overall
Baltes said he looks to
junior Nate
pleased ...”
prepare the teams for the
Miller’s
outdoor.
third-place
"The biggest thing is
finish in the
JERRY BALTES
we hope we can come out
high jump
GVSU HEAD COACH
healthy and take a deep
with a jump
breath and get back at it,
of 6-11 .5
on Friday. Senior Bryant Wilson and if that happens, that will give us
Uxik fifth place tin Saturday in the some momentum,” Baltes said.
pole vault and sophomore Aleksas
Abromavicius finished sixth in the
jf>reenleaf@ lanthorn rom
at the national championships,
but don't get first, it can he
disappointing because you wanted
to be first really bad,” Rivard said.

Griffin tickets for $5 at
20/20 desk this week
The 20/20 desk in the Kirkhof
Center will be selling tickets for
$5 for Friday’s Grand Rapids
Griffins game. Faceoflf is set for
7 p.m. with dollar hot dogs and
drinks from 6 to 8 p.m.

GVL Archive / Brittany Jacques

Sleek. Junior Paul Tansey pushes forward as he competes in the 200-yard
cackstroke during the GLIAC championships in a past year The Laker men's
r
swimming and diving team took ninth place at this year's national championships

events she competed in. “I’ve
never been to a big meet like this
before. It was a good experience
and hopefully next year I can
come back and place better.”
Freshman Jonathan Bardsley
said the meet felt much
different than even the GLIAC
championships and was surprised
by the impressive competition.
“Almost every event there
was a (NCAA) record broken,”
Bardsley said. “I felt a lot
faster in my events because of
extra rest and extra tapering. It
resulted in spectacular swims.
I definitely felt a
lot better than in
“I think people
conference.”
GVSU
The
Lakers
qave everything
underclassmen
finished
with
led
the
way.
they had.”
191
points on
Junior Evan Betts
the men’s side
scored the highest
ANDY BOYCE
and 153.5 in the
individual finish for
GVSU HEAD COACH
women’s — both
the Lakers, placing
are also school
third in the men’s
3-meter dive. GLIAC Freshman records.
Although Drury was in control
of the Year l^auren Dorsey placed
fourth in the women's 200-yard of the women’s throughout, their
breaststroke and freshman Karen 618.5 points were 165 more than
Verbrugge finished fourth in the WSU.and the men’s competition
came down to the end. The
women’s 1-meter dive.
“I think we all did really Panthers edged out the Warriors,
well,” said freshman Toni Musto, 543 to 504.5 — a margin that
who finished seventh in the 200- could have been overcome by
yard breaststroke and achieved one relay victory.
“Between them there were
personal records in all three
some amazing swims,” Bardsley

said. “There were a few of us
just cheering (WSU) on. 1 think
all rivalry just dropped at the
national meet. We’re trying to
beat them at the conferences,
but down here at nationals we’re
cheering them on.”
Boyce said although he will
miss the seniors, he believes
GVSU is capable of coming
back even stronger next year. <•
“We’re hoping to, again, have
a top-10 finish and hopefully
move up,” said the GLIAC
women’s coach of the year.
“We’re going to get back, get
going on our studies and finish
the semester real strong on tty:
academic side of things.”
gwieman @ lanthorn x om
—
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GVL Archive / Brittany Jacques

Exhale: Sophomore Ally Nagel glides
through the water as she competes in r
the 100-yard freestyle during a previous
FLIAC championship. The women tookt
ninth at the NCAA Division II National
Championship in Houston this year.

GVl Archive / Andrew Mills

Sprinting ahead: GVSU junior Pat Sage, a mid-distance runner, competes during a

Ift&KU1*

previous home meet in the Laker Turf Building. The men's team recently took 12th
place at the NCAA Division II National Championship in Houston.
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Jerry Baltes wins coach of
the year recognition
GVSU head track and field
coach Jerry Baltes has been
named the Women’s Indoor
Coach of the Year by the United
States Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association.
He was also named the Midwest
Region Women's Coach of the
Year. Junior Candice Wheat
earned Midwest Region Track
Athlete of the Year after winning
the GLIAC Championship in
the 60-nieter dash anti placing
second in the 60-meter hurdles.

The
record-setting
year
continued for the Grand Valley
State University swimming and
diving teams this weekend.
Both the men and women
finished in ninth place at the
national championships, the
highest marks in school history.
The Leakers sent a schoolrecord 28 competitors to the
championships, held in Houston.
Drury University swept the
meet, taking home their fifth
consecutive men’s championship
and their second women’s title in
three years.
GVSU’s conference rival
Wayne State University finished
second in both.
“We set our goal at the
beginning of the year to be top
10, and we finished nine in
both,” said GVSU head coach
Andy Boyce. “I think people
gave everything they had. The
majority of them were lifetime
best swims, the divers were great
— hitting all their dives. It was a
tremendous competition and our
athletes really stepped up to the
challenge.”
The Lakers broke 16 school
records and finished in the top
16 in all 10 team relays.
This included fifth place in
both the men’s 200-yard medley
relay and 800-yard freestyle
relay, seventh in the men’s 400yard medley relay and sixth in
the women’s 200yard freestyle relay.

Starting at $280/person/inonth
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The man behind the holiday
Originating in Ireland, St. Patrick’s Day celebrates anniversary of St. Patrick’s death
Patrick for the good works he did
during his life.
“(The only thing) I have learned
Clovers bloom in the grass as a
sure sign of spring, and if you find about St. Patrick is that he lured
a four leaf clover among them, the snakes out of Ireland,” Hansen
common belief is it will bring good said. “1 never knew much about
the holiday or St. Patrick himself.
luck.
except that St.
However, four
Patrick did good
leaf clovers do
“We celebrate on
things for Ireland,
not just represent
March 17 because
so we celebrate
fortune - they are
him every year.”
also the universal
that is the day
The
story
symbol of St.
St. Patrick died.
that St. Patrick
Patrick’s Day.
led snakes out
St. Patty's Day
Traditionally,
of Ireland is a
Christians
celebrates the
popular
folk
celebrate
St.
anniversary
of his
tale, but no more
Patrick and the
than a legend.
death ... ”
work he did for
The
patron
Christianity
on
saint
of
Ireland,
JAMISON
CLARK
March 17 each
St. Patrick is
GVSU SOPHOMORE
year.
believed to have
“We celebrate
grown up in
on March 17
because that is the day St. Patrick Britain, according to the History
died,” said Grand Valley State Channel.
At 16, Patrick was taken
University sophomore Jamison
Clark, a self-proclaimed history prisoner by Irish raiders who held
buff. “St. Patty’s day celebrates him captive in Ireland for six years.
the anniversary of his death in 460 He worked as a shepherd, secluded
from the world. In his isolation, he
AD. and I never miss it.”
The holiday may mark his became a devout Christian through
death, but GVSU sophomore reading the Bible.
Once Patrick escaped, he heard a
Karen Hansen memorializes St.
By Dana Kulovits
GVL Staff Writer

voice in a dream, which he believed
to be the voice of God, telling him
to leave Ireland and return home to
England. In England, he received
a second message, this time from
an angel, who told him to return to
Ireland as a missionary.
Thus, the legend of St. Patrick
was bom.
All over the world people
celebrate St. Patrick’s Day,
however, the biggest consumer of
St. Patrick’s Day and its associated
commercial products is North
America.

Corned
beef and
cabbage
are

elements of the St. Patrick’s Day
feast, but many will also celebrate
by drinking green beer and covering
themselves from head to toe in four
leaf clovers.
“People celebrate the day
differently,” said GVSU sophomore
Kelly Mahal.“My family celebrates
the holiday as more of a fun day, as
do most people I know. My dad
makes corned beef and he dyes
all of our drinks green. It’s a lot
of fun. However, if I go to church,
the whole day is dedicated to
remembering St. Patrick.
There is even a party
to celebrate it.”
dkulovits®
lanthorn rom
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'Wearin' of the Green'
draws 2,000 participants

Pots 'o' Gold

Marshall Rob Schaefer, a
Grand Rapids resident who
has attended the parade five
Because Fenian’s Irish times. At last year’s parade
Pub sits in the middle of the Reagans asked Schaefer
its annual “Wearin’ of the to be this year’s Grand
Green” St. Patrick’s Day Marshall, a position they fill
parade, the event has yet to with a new face each year.
be completed.
“It’s quite an honor to
“As luck
be selected
would have
as
Grand
“Everybody and
it, there’s a
Marshall,”
pub in the
anybody is more
Schaefer
middle and
said.
than welcome to
we haven’t
Schaefer,
completed
march in our parade.
who
will
one
yet,”
We would rather
lead
the
said
Terry
parade
with
not have spectators
Reagan ,
the
Irish
Fenian’s
- (we would) rather
Tri-Color,
owner.
described
have marchers.”
It would
the parade as
seem most
an “outside
MARY
ANN
REAGAN
participants
party.”
FENIAN'S IRISH PUB
favor
“The
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Senior Reporter

.

stopping

St. Patrick’s Day is for more than just
stouts and lagers.
Surprise your friends with this
delicious St. Patrick’s Day dessert, served
in a citrus fruit.

anticipation
of the parade
is
everyone
carousing,
hanging out, talking and
seeing each other again,’ he
said.
Following
Schaefer
in the parade will be the
Reagans’ alma mater. Grand
Rapids Catholic Central
High School’s marching
band, with the drum major
directing using an authentic
Irish shillelagh, or walking
stick.
The band has been
marching in the parade
during Band Director Ann
Reinhard’s eight years at
the school.
“We keep going and
march past (the pub) and
play music for the people
outside.” Reinhard said.
“It’s kind of a standing
thing now and we know we
are going to (march in the
parade).”
Reinhard added it is nice
to participate in the parade
and be there for those who
are watching.
“It’s good to show
community support and
support the Irish Catholic
community,” she said.
The “Wearin’ of the
Green” parade takes place
at the north end of Main
Street and heads south. It
begins with people lining
up at 10:45 a m. Tuesday.
The parade will step off at
11 a.m.
Fenian’s is located in
downtown Conklin, Mich,
at 19683 Main Street.
“If you like St. Patrick’s
Day and you like festivities
it would be fun to do.”
Reinhard said. “It’s a good
time.”

jpawlowski® lanthorn .com

•
•
•

Ingredients:
•

•
•
•

A 3-ounce box of yellow-colored
Jello — pineapple or lemon will
work best
6 citrus fruits (preferably limes)
6 pinches of sugar
6 teaspoons of whipped cream

•

•

•
Instructions:
•

•

OWNER

'at the pub
rather than
finishing the parade.
The parade, which goes
about a block and lasts
about five minutes, began
when Fenian’s, located in
,,Conklin, Mich., opened for
, business 22 years ago.
C The
parade
started
because Fenian’s, known
across the U.S. and Ireland,
t is a traditional, authentic
Irish pub, said Terry’s wife,
, Mary Ann Reagan.
“I’m Irish and I own a
pub, so you have to have
, a parade on St. Patrick’s
Day,” Terry said. “New York
does, it so why shouldn’t
Conklin?”
Mary Ann said “Wearin’
of the Green” started with
i a couple of people walking
down the street, and now
the parade has more than
2,000
participants.
She
, added it is a very informal
gathering that has become a
big event.
“Everybody and anybody
is more than welcome
to march in our parade,”
Mary Ann said. “We would
rather not have spectators
- (we would) rather have
marchers.”
To be involved in the
parade, people just have to
show up and march. Because
of this, the parade takes on a
new form every year.
Mary Ann said she and
|her husband never know
who will show up to march
Jin the parade or what floats
;or banners will be in the
|parade - it all depends on
•what comes that day.
“This is the way it’s
’celebrated in Ireland," she
isaid. “It’s very simple, we
‘don’t make it complex.”
The parade is led by Grand

•

•
•

Line an 8-by-8 baking dish with
plastic wrap, leaving extra on each
side.
Combine Jello with one cup boiling
water.

♦Adapted from FamilyFun Magazine by
Haley Otman, GVL A&E Editor

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Holiday hints: Use citrus fruit, such as lemons or
limes, to act as the "pots" in this holiday treat
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Drink in a touch 'o' Irish cinema
Josh Brunsting

f A /. Staff'Writer

1

Northwest flight from Detroit to
Ireland: $700 to $800.
Five films that let you enjoy Ireland
from home: Significantly less.
There are many events going on during
the celebration of St. Patrick’s Day, but
there may be nothing better than curling
up next to the television, alone or with
friends, and throwing on a classic film.
That said, there arc a lot of quality Irish
films, and this list features the five best
films involving Irish characters, or taking
place in Ireland. It is also an easy guide to
set up a great St. Patrick’s Day party.
5. “In America”
Starring Paddie Consandine, Djimon
Honsou and Samantha Morgan, “In
America” is Jim Sheridan’s look at what
a family goes through when trying to
adapt to a new area, or in the case of the
Sullivan’s, a new world. The film looks at
what this immigrant family goes through
in trying to adapt to their new lives in
New York, and is one of the sweetest and
most emotionally moving films I have
seen in a long time.
4.“!n the Name of the Father"

mm

t

Add one cup cold water to the
mixture.
Pour into baking dish.
Cover with plastic wrap and chill for
about four hours, or until firm.
While you wait,cut off the topquarter
of each piece of fruit, without cutting
into the fruit.
Slice a thin layer of the peel off of
the bottom of each fruit so it can
stand upright.
Using a small knife, cut around the
inside of each fruit to loosen the pulp,
and spoon it out to make a shell.
Put a pinch of sugar and a teaspoon
of whipped cream into the bottom of
each shell.
Slice jello into half-inch cubes.
Fill each pot (citrus fruit) with gold
(Jello) and enjoy.

The second film on this list from
at the Cannes Film Festival in 2006, “The
director Jim Sheridan, “In the Name of
Wind that Shakes the Barley” is Ken
the Father” tells the story of a man who
Loach’s stunning look at the story of two
was wrongfully accused and imprisoned
brothers, tom apart by war. The film stars
for the bombing of a pub in London,
Cillian Murphy and Padraic Delaney as
which features a stunning performance
the two respective leads, and the film is
from brilliant actor Daniel Day-Lewis
the opposite of “Bloody Sunday.” The
as the young Irish
film is a bleak and
thief around whom the
dreary look at war, yet
The best of
story is based. The film
Loach is able to bring a
Irish cinema:
features Sheridan’s
lot of light into the film
patented style, and is a
1. "Once"
with cinematography,
truly wrenching story
and with the sense of
2. "The Wind That
that is brilliant on the
importance in each
Shakes the Barley"
screen. It may have a
shot.
couple of flaws, but
1 “Once”
3. "Bloody Sunday"
this is one film you will
This Oscar-winning
4. "In the Name of the
not soon forget after
film from 2007 stars
viewing.
Glen Hansard and
Father"
3.“Bloody Sunday”
Marketa Irglova as two
5. "In America"
Directed by “Bourne
lovers who have a lot
Ultimatum" Director
of baggage. Simply
Paul Greengrass, this
named Guy and Girl,
film is a harrowing look at the events that
this is a simple film that doesn’t rely on
led to a horrific incident in which a protest a convoluted plot. Featuring a brilliant
march in the city of Derry was fired
soundtrack including the “Best Original
upon by British troops. T7ie film takes a
Song,” Oscar-winning ballad, “Falling
look at these events through Greengrass’
Slowly,” the film is about a couple’s
infamous documentary-style lens, and its
tentative relationship, and the magic
intense realism and immediacy is a stark
that can come of it. It’s a small film both
contrast to the peaceful protest at the core
visually and plot wise, but what it lacks
of the film. Featuring some remarkably
for in style, it makes up for with heart.
powerful performances, this is an
Grab a couple of these films, and
emotionally affecting film that should not
instead of drinking in your favorite
beverage, drink in some great Irish
be missed.
2.“The Wind That Shakes the Barley”
cinema.
Winner of the prestigious Palme D’or
jbrunstinR ® lanthorn jcom
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Globe goes green for St. Patrick's
Nations throughout world
recognize, celebrate traditions
associated with Irish holiday
By Allison Bleeker
GVL Staff Writer

The month of March typically brings thoughts of
the coming spring, warmer weather and St. Patrick’s
Day.
While many college students in the U.S. may
celebrate this day by wearing green and going out to
a bar to drink green beer, countries around the world
have unique ways of celebrating St. Patrick’s Day.
As an Irish holiday, it is logical that Ireland has
the most celebrations and festivities on this day.
According to http://www.theholidayspot.com, St.
Patrick’s Day is more of a religious holiday, similar
to Christmas and Easter, in Ireland.
Many people attend mass in the morning, and then
watch the annual St. Patrick’s Day parade complete
with bands, music, leprechauns and lots of green
clothing.
Almost every business in Ireland closes for the
holiday with the exception of pubs and restaurants.
Many Irish people wear shamrocks on their clothing,
and boys and girls wear green in their hair.
However, Ireland is not the only country that
celebrates St. Patrick’s Day so festively.
International students at Grand Valley State
University have different ways of celebrating St.
Patrick’s Day in their home countries.
“In South Korea there is a small parade, and
everybody dresses up in green,” said GVSU alumna
Jamie Pleyte. “There are live bands and free Guinness,
all of which usually happens in the foreign section of
Seoul.”
The parade in Seoul, South Korea typically
consists of local sports teams, the Irish community
and several Korean marching bands.
The Republic of Palau also celebrates St. Patrick’s
Day, although it is not observed as a national holiday,
said GVSU sophomore Evadne Nakamura.
“Those who choose to sport the green colors and
all the works are mostly youth and as far as I know,
aside from it being recognized by the Catholic church
back home with the allowance of consuming meat,
there has never been an organized group or gathering
or parade on St. Patrick’s Day in my country,” he
said.
Citizens of England celebrate St. Patrick’s Day
with the self-proclaimed third largest parade in the
world after the ones in Dublin and New York.
Manchester, England celebrates with a two-week

Irish festival, because its Irish population is the
greatest in England outside London. The festival
includes an Irish market based at the city’s town
hall, a large parade and several learning and cultural
events that take place throughout the two weeks.
Japan also breaks for holiday on St. Patrick’s Day
with a parade that takes place in Tokyo. The parade
usually has about 2,000 participants, and about 7,000
spectators.
Several Irish pubs in Japan sell Guinness for $7 per
pint, and many bars have started sending out young
women to the parade to hand out free beer vouchers
to spectators.
Of course, St. Patrick’s Day is celebrated in the

Ireland

U.S. with many different activities and festivals in
various cities.
People in the U.S. will typically wear green
clothing on St. Patrick’s Day, and receive a pinch if
they do not observe this clothing tradition.
Alcohol is usually involved in St. Patrick’s Day
celebrations, and some people have parties with
green themed food.
Whether students choose to celebrate St. Patrick’s
Day or not, an old saying advises them to remember,
“On St. Patrick’s Day, everyone is Irish!”
ableeker@ lanthorn .com

Learn to Irish step dance
for St. Patrick's Day
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor

I

Courtesy Photo Yahoo Images

Emerald Isle: Many modern-day celebrities have Irish roots.

Lucky stars boast
Irish heritage
Whether you were bom in Ireland similar to Bono, or you
just claim the Irish legacy similar to F. Scott Fitzgerald, take
St. Patrick’s Day to thank your lucky clovers if you share the
same heritage as these famous five.

1.1 Jam Neeson
Bom 1952 in Northern Ireland, film fans know
Neeson for the seven-time Oscar-nominated
“Schindler’s List,” and for more recent box office
hits “Love Actually” and “Batman Begins.”

For students who have
grown up dreaming to become
next in a line of Riverdancers,
this Tuesday is the prime
opportunity to live that dream.
The primary aspect of Irish
dancing is the arm position:
Similar to a soldier, keep the
arms always straight down at
the sides of the body.
Basic position begins each
step with the right heel at a 90
degree angle to the left foot at
its toes. The knee of the right
leg should be in front of the left.
The front leg will alternate after
steps (right, left, right, left).
There are three basic steps:
Jump threes, hop threes and
sevens.
For jump threes, start in
basic position. Lift the front leg
straight up, but not high enough
so someone else could see the
sole of the shoe. Jump with the
back foot and land on the front
foot, just in front of where it
started originally. During the
jump, kick the buttocks with
the back foot. Then, switch the
original back and front feet.
Begin the jump three again.
Jump threes are executed to
one-three time music.

2. F. Scott Fitzgerald
Writer ofJazz Age I iterature such
as the novel “The Great Gatsby,”
his short story, “The Curious Case
of Benjamin Button,” was recently
made into a full-length, Oscarnominated movie.

For hop threes, hop the front
foot back as far as capacity
allows. Land back on the same
foot, while bringing the front
foot across the back knee toward
the left hip. Step forward with
the front foot and resume basic
position.
Similar to jump threes, hop
threes are also done to onethree time music.
For sevens, begin with a
hop. Shift to the side, leading
with the front foot and crossing
behind with the back foot. Shift
with the lead foot, cross with
the back, shift with the lead
foot, cross with the back.
Then, repeat the entire
seven.
With these steps, students
can dance a beginner’s reel. The
dancing does not actually begin
until the ninth bar of music.
Then the dance is separated
into four stages.
Lead round
Dance eight jump threes in
a circle, alternating legs and
landing where the feet began.
First step
A
Hop three twice.
Hop seven to the right.
Jump three twice.
Hop seven to the left.

3. Conan O’Brien
Best known as long-time
comedic host of NBC’s “Late
Night with Conan O’Brien,” this
spring, Conan will take over Jay
Leno’s previous post as host of
“The Tonight Show.”

B
Repeat A, but to the opposite
side.
C

Repeat A, but step forward
more on second of each jump
three.
D
Repeat C, but to opposite
side.
I .cad hack
Repeat lead round, eight
jump threes, curving back to the
end of the last three and facing
front again.
Finish
End at basic position and
bow from the waist, facing
up with arms at the side.
Acknowledge musicians by
bowing to them. Walk offstage
with arms straight to the sides,
toes pointed and legs straight.
With this new knowledge,
encourage friends to join in an
Irish reel during the St. Patrick’s
Day festivities.
lakerlife@ lanthorn jcom

Local ji
specials for
Green day
The following
destinations will offer
specials in honor of St.
Patrick’s Day:
Bar Louie
Located in Woodland
Mall
3195 28th St. SE
Grand Rapids
(616) 885-9050
Opens at 11 a.m.
Bcimigan’s
3303 Alpine Ave. NW
Grand Rapids
(616) 785-4104
Opens at 11 a.m.
The Black Rose
100 Ionia Ave. SW
Grand Rapids
(616) 456-7673
Opens at 7 a.m.
The B.O.B.
20 Monroe Ave. NW
Grand Rapids
(616) 356 2000
Opens at 9 a.m.
Flanagan’s
139 Pearl St. NW
Grand Rapids
(616) 454-7852
Opens at 8 a.m.
Main St. Pub
11240 University Parkway
Allendale
(616) 895-1234
Opens at 8 a.m.
McFadden’s
58 Ionia Ave. SW
Grand Rapids
(616) 454-9105
Opens at 7 a.m.
New Holland Brewing
Company
66 E. Eighth St.
Holland
(616) 355-NHBC
Opens at 11 a.m
O'Toole’s Public House
448 Bridge St. NW
Grand Rapids
(616) 742-6095
Opens at 7 a.m.
Peppino’s Pizzeria
Kistorante
5053 l^ake Michigan Dr.
Allendale
(616)895-1615 j
Opens at 14:30 a.m. *
Quinn & Tuite’s
Irish Pub

1535 Plainfield Ave. SE
Grand Rapids
(616) 363-8380
Opens at 10 a.m.
Uccello’s
4787 Lake Michigan
Drive. Walker
(616) 735-5520
Opens at 11 a.m.
♦Compiled by Abby Hartig
and Haley Otman, GVL Staff

*****

Irish Eats
Enjoy an authentic Irish
feast, courtesy of the Fresh
Food Company, for just $9
Tuesday from 4 to 8 p.m.
The menu will include:
•
Oven-lrish scallops in
mushroom sauce
•
Irish stew with potato
gnocchi
•
Greek salad wrap
•
Home-Irish roast pork
with applesauce
•
Carrots and parsnips
•
Veggie-colcannon
•
Shepherd’s pie
•
Club wrap
•
Corned
beef and
cabbage
•
Pistachio fluff salad
•
Luck o’ Irish brownie
•
Chocolate Guinness
cheesecake

4. Bono
Fronting the rock group U2,
singer, guitarist and activist Bono
led his three band mates to win
Record of the Year Grammies
in 2001 and 2002 for “Beautiful
Day” and “Walk On.”

5. C. S. Lewis
Lewis wrote Christian novel
series, “The Chronicles of
Narnia,” the second of which,
“The Chronicles of Narnia:
Prince Caspian,” was most
recently made into a movie.
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES! Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
E-maM your classifieds! ciass1fieds0ianthorn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DERTV
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.

60</Word

55</Word

3-4 Issues

55</Word
50</Word

50</Word

5+ Issues

Announcements

Entertainment

Wanted

Come join us for the 5K run
benefiting the Kids’ Food Bas
ket. It will be held a Kirkhof at
noon on March 14th. Donations
Welcome! Contact Emily rpgurlie23@aol.com

Come to WILD WEDNESDAYS
at Wenger’s Bowling Lanes
from
8PM-1 AM.
$1.00
Bowl-$1.00 Pop-$5.00 Pitchers-$4.00 Bombs. For more in
formation call (616) 454-4482.

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Allendale Idol - Delta Zeta’s an
nual fundraiser. $100 to the
winner of this singing competi
tion. April 7th, 9-11pm,
Cook-Dewitt. $4 in advance, $5
at the door.

Have an upcoming event yoi
want to publicize? Submit youi
event to our free entertainmenl
calendar online at www.lanthorn.com.

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn car
help you spread the word
331-2460.

Opportunities
Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.lanthom.com.

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Housing

Services
Experienced Attorneys just 3
Miles away from Campus. For
more information visit our webs i t e
at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or
call us at 616.895.7300

Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

For Sale
Job shopping? Don’t settle for a
job that sucks! Order this job
search manual at www.cameocareer, com or 616 443 5464.

Meadows Crossing: the new
student townhome community
located at the 48th Ave. en
trance to GVSU. Now leasing
for 2009! Call 616-892-2700 for
more details!

Whether you’re selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09-’10! 1,
2, 3, OR 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
yisit www.cbeech.com.

Houses For Rent: Three and
Four bedroom homes near
downtown campus. All appli
ances plus washer and dryer.
Call 616-516-2699 or email
c_hill1000@comcat.net for de
tails.

Roommates

Employment
Student work, part-time work,
$14.25 base-appt. Customer
sales/service, Advancement op
portunities, scholarships/intern
ships available. Call ASAP
616-241-6303

Hiring? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

»t
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331 -2460 to set up your ad!

What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their birthday than
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends’ birth
days and we will advertise a
message to make this birthday
one
they
won’t
forget.
331-2460.

Miscellaneous
Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthorn.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say, post it with us! We
keep you informed. For contact
information feel free to e-mail
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.

Summer In Maine
Males and females.
Meet new friends!
Travel!

Field Hockey
Pottery
Lacrosse

r Tennis
Swim
Gymnastics
Waterski

Office

Archery
Rocks
English Riding
Copper Enameling
Theater Costumer

MAGIC MAZE
G N K I

(616) 454-44*82

F C N Z w C U R P M J

H I T A M O K E H C Z X U S Q
N L J G T E C E R Z X E V T R
P N L S N O D R E V J N H E C
A Y L L W D I V D R T I R P N
L A 1

R A M A S R K C R D I G

G E (£ R O N B R I D G

>C B R

Photo
Soccer
Softball
Basketball
Silver Jewelry

Z X W U S R N P V K U H N O O
M L J

I G O E E E B N T Y I D

B A Y X V T C A R A T A C W P

June to August

Residential c.

U T S A Q P O N L K L K P J H

Tripp Lake Camp for Girls

1 800 997-4347
-

-

Enjoy our webstte, apply on-line:

www.trippiakecamp.com

8PM 1AM

>1.00 Pop

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
Avon
Bued
Cataract
Cheddar

Galston
Ironbridge
Katherine
Komati

Lanner
Pankisi
Pine Creek
Red River

Royal
Samaria
Verdon

> 1.00 Bomb*

© 2009 King Features Syndicate. Inc. World rights reserved

• Bit f ^ .Mfiw.d LV.nJts

b2't Leonard St N W Grand Rapid*

• GORGES

And More!

>*.00 Pitchers

V I •

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday, 9 5

Teach your favorite activity...

SI.00 Bovs I

fir*

45</Word

Allendale Campus

Birthdays

m

Bfn

*5.“ per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

0051 KIRKHOF

Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Cal
331-2460 to get started today.

Lost & Found
Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331-2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find whai
you’re missing.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

• (irr.tip farm * . .
• Cafl for t rtx n
l
.'iji 1 nil's •’* i !i‘ in j\;

See Answers on www.Lanthorn.com

and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments
Bedroom/bathroom suites designed toaaommodtttftnf person
Eight floor plans; barrier-free units
attached garages available
• 189 two

0U|jMMMKfc^rt and Peach volleyball areas

1074$ 48th Aw - Allendale. Ml 49401

phone - 816-892-2702. fax - www.mtadowscrossJnf.net

